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1 Introduction

1.1 Background 

Current U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) policy provides guidance to nuclear reactor 
licensees about what types of subcompartment calculations need to be performed, and what 
calculational methods can be used to demonstrate the adequacy of their subcompartment designs.  
Computer codes were developed in the time period 1970-1980 that'embodied the NRC 
guidelines for subcompartment design basis. One such code, COMPARE (LA-NUREG-6488
MS), has been the principal calculational tool used by the NRC in reviewing license applications 
related to containment systems where audits of subcompartment analyses are needed. -Because 
licensing of new plants came to a standstill after that period, the COMPARE code, as well as 
NRC guidelines, has not been modified or updated significantly since then.  

In the meantime, however, the NRC's research program following the TMI-2 accident has 
produced an abundanice of technical information and scientific understanding about reactor 
accidents, applicable both to severe accidents and design basis accidents (DBAs). Computer 
simulation codes are an imtioriant pioduct of this research program, and in the containment area, 
the'CONTAIN code [1] has beeh leveloped byjSandia National Laboratories for the NRC for 
studying conditions inside the -ontainment building 'during' and after p6stulated reactor accidents.  
It incorporates the best current uniderstanidinrg of all relevant phenomena,'and has the most 
extensive validation basis'of iny'code in its'class., " 

With respect to subcompartment analyses, the CONTAIN code can be used to model all types of 
domestic'containments, and can provide conservative transient analyses of the pressure, 
temperature and pressuie differentials that develop during short-term high- or moderate-energy 
line breaks within ai containmiient. The code includes a number of modeling features that allow 
key phenomenon to be predicted for nmultiple volume containments; such as; single and two
phase inertia and critical flow between compartments. And, there are the state-of-the-art 
enhancements; for example, the CONTAIN code inertia flow equations are implemented in an 
implicit manner o that the momentum equations may be solved for a number of compartments 

in a highly accurate, yet efficient fashion, Most other containiment codes of the 1970's used only 
explicit numerical schemes for solving compartmental flow equations.  

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance on the use of CONTAIN to model 
containments for subcompartment analysis. Specifically, CONTAIN can be used for pressure 
and temperature analysis of short-term transients that result in significant pressure differentials 
developed across compartment boundaries. The types of analyses possible with the code include 
both "best-estimate" anu1 conservativ~e assessments'of pressure loadings during the early portion 
ofeither wetor dry steam 'blowdowns. -- 1,_: .- _E

Included in this report are targeted comparisons with the COMPARE code to demonstrate the 

ability of CONTAIN to pr6vide results that are equivalent to previous suibcompartment test
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problems and other plant auditing exercises. Important to the plant applications are the 

verification of the conservatism that can be invoked with the CONTAIN models and input. The 

qualification of the code is developed through code-to-code comparisons and experiment 

assessments that include blind exercises previously documented in the open literature.  

Besides the underlying regulatory related guidelines which dictate the licensing based 

assumptions, the CONTAIN 2.0 Code Manual (NUREG/CR-6533) is the key reference 

document that is used and extensively cited in this effort. Other documents that provide 

additional insights for performing containment analyses are "An Assessment of CONTAIN 2.0: 

A Focus on Containment Thermal-Hydraulics (Including Hydrogen Distributions)", "CONTAIN 

Code Qualification Report/User Guide for Auditing Design Basis PWR Calculations," and 

"CONTAIN Code Qualification Report/User Guide for Auditing Design Basis BWR 
Calculations." 

Chapter 2 of this report describes the CONTAIN input and results of the CONTAIN/COMPARE 

comparisons for sample problems and selected plant subcompartment analyses. CONTAIN 

experimental analyses are discussed in Chapter 3 for a critical flow test, two blowdown 

experiments conducted in the German HDR-Containment, [and an ice condenser blowdown test 

performed in Westinghouse's Waltz Mill test facility, however this analysis was removed from 

this report because it contained vendor proprietary material]. Chapter 4 summarizes the key 

points of the code qualification noted in Chapters 2 and 3, provides model recommendations, 

demonstrates conservatism, and lists guidelines for CONTAIN input preparation.  

The appendices of this report provide supporting material and input deck examples referred to in 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4. The specific supporting material provided by Appendix A is a detailed 

comparison of the CONTAIN and traditional subcompartment modeling approaches used for 

estimating critical single and two-phase flow. Supporting examples of code input are provided in 

the remaining appendices: 

input deck examples of subcompartment problems and experimental modeling are 

provided in Appendix B for the CONTAIN code: and, 

input deck examples of subcompartment problems are provided in Appendix C for the 

COMPARE code.  

1.2 Definitions 

critical (subcritical) flow. A fluid flow regime in which the fluid velocity is equal to (less than) 

the sonic velocity in the fluid at local (i.e., throat) fluid state conditions, or which is (is not) at its 

maximum value with respect to the ratio of upstream to local pressure.  

homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM). A critical flow correlation that is based on the 

assumptions of equal phase velocities, homogeneous mixture properties, and phases or
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components which are in thermal equilibrium, and flowing isentropically.

'frozen homogeneous model (HFM). 'A critical flow correlation that is based on the 
'assumptions of equal phase velocities, homogeneous mixture properties, no heat or mass transfer 
between phases, and the gas phase flowing isentropically. - I,-: 

flow quality. Ratio of the masses of gas phase to mass' of gas and liquid phases in a fluid flow.  

ideal compressible polytropic model (ICPM). A critical flow correlatiofh that is based on the 
flow of an ideal perfect gas, expanding and compressing as a polytropic fluid. 'The behavior of 
the gas flow, may be either isentropic or non-isentropic depending on the irreversible losses 
incurred during the flow priocess.  

ideal (non-ideal) nozzle.- A flow path connecting two subcompartments 'where'inlet flows 
expand isentropically (non-isentropically) into the throat or minimum path area region.' 

inertia flow effects. In subcompartment pressure and temperature transient analysis; a 
characteristic of the pressure transient caused by the fluid acceleration term in the momentum 
equation. " 

lower bound (upper bound). Parameter value that represents the minium (maximum) of a set 
of values that might reasonably be exlpected to exist in the configtirati6n that is being analyzed.  

Moody model. A critical flow correlation that is based on the assumptions of thermal 
equilibrium, isentropic' flow,' and unequal phase velocities. The ratio of the phase velocities, or 
slip is chosen to maximnize the specific kinetic'energy of the mixture with iespect to the slip.  

subcompartment. A fully or partially enclosed region of the reactor containment, which may 
house high energy piping and would limit flow of fluid to the main containment volume in the 
event of a postulated pipe rupture in the volume. A number of subcompartments may be 
connected through a series of liquid or gaseous flow paths. Each subcoilpaitment may also 
consist of one or more lumped parameter nodes or cells.  

1.3 Key Results and Accident Phases 

A key result for subcompartment analyses are the pressure diffe'rentials calculated betwee~n the 
subcompartment and the main containment compartment, or between adjacent subcompartments 
during a variety of postulated high" oi m'o6lrate-en-&rgy line bieaks. The results 'obtained are 
transient pressure'differential profiles that are calculated within 'a few secohds following a pipe 
rupture. 'One of the important results required in this analysis is tie maximum pressure 
differential reached during the'pipe rupture event. In th6is deternmunation, the code's ability to 
estimate single and two-phase 'ciltical flows for the subcompartment(s) can be very important.
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The accident phase of importance is the short-term injection phase of a pipe rupture event that 
allows peak pressure differentials to be established, within a reasonably short relaxation period 
over which time the differentials are significantly reduced. A typical time period of interest for 
most accidents is up to a few seconds following a pipe rupture.  

The types of postulated accidents analyzed in subcompartment analyses may include loss-of
coolant accidents (LOCAs) and main steam line breaks (MSLBs). These accidents may occur in 
all types of reactor types (PWRs and BWRs). The short-term response of the subcompartment 
pressure differential for these types of accidents may vary due to the characteristics of the 
injected fluid. In the case of the LOCAs, the injected fluid will be a two-phase steam/water 
mixture, and the subcompartment exit flows will be a air/steam/water mixture, where significant 
amounts of liquid water may be entrained in the flow. For the MSLBs, the injected fluid is dry 
steam, and the exit flows will typically be air/steam mixture flows, with very little amounts of 
entrained liquid water.  

1.4 Key Phenomena 

Listed in Table 1-1 are the phenomena ranking for those phenomena that affect subcompartment 
pressure differentials in reactor containments. The phenomena are differentiated according to the 
characteristics of the injected fluid, which is determined by the type of accident, e.g., LOCA or 
MSLB. Key phenomenon are those ranked moderate or high.  

Unfortunately, for many of the key phenomenon listed, there is no exact or definably accurate 
model that currently exists, even in state-of-the-art codes like CONTAIN. For these situations, 
we opt to use lower or upper bound models that will result in atmospheric responses that 
maximize subcompartment pressure differentials. For example, in Chapters 3 and 4 we show 
under what circumstances maximum pressure differentials are conservatively predicted when we 
assume 

100% liquid water entrainment; and, 

no heat or mass transfer from the fluid to surrounding structures/components.  

These assumptions are common features or input options acceptable for licensing codes used for 
subcompartment analyses [2,3].  

Not so common to various containment code implementations of fluid flow modeling are the 
methods used to determine critical flow, especially those phenomena affecting phase slip and 

thermal equilibrium between phases. In these cases, we also gravitate to those known 
assumptions that produce conservative pressure differentials. With knowledge of separate effects 
experiments on critical flow, we can even estimate the margin of conservatism associated with 
various modeling assumptions. Some of the margins of conservatism that are known for critical 
flow correlations are, for instance, discussed in Appendix A.
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For phenomena where there is uncertainty in the modeling or the appropriate parameters to 
produce a conservative effect (for instance, in the case of inertia flow), we rely on near 
prototypical blowdown experiments to guide us in our licensing approach. Chapter 3 provides 
some of the insight for these types of phenomenological modeling input.  

1.5 Code Qualification 

This report addresses qualification of the CONTAIN code for subcompartment analyses in two 
ways: 1) by equivalency to traditional analysis and 2) by confirmed conservatism derived from 
validated code exercises.,-First, the code is shown to provide "equivalency" to traditional codes, 
such as COMPARE or to other vendor codes that have been reviewed by the NRC in previous 
licensing applications as documented in Final Safety Analysis Reports ,(FSARs). Establishment 
of a criteria for "equivalency" is based on the agreement between CONTAIN and these 
traditional analyses where predicted pressure differential profile comparisons are stressed. A 
quantitative measure of equivalency has been'set for the comparisons which is an "equivalent 
band" for results based on'a +/- 5% variation. -For example, in Figure 1-1 we show the 
equivalency band for a sample demonstration calculation where wet steam is injected into a heat 
exchanger room in the Grand Gulf containment. The basis for the equivalency band in this figure 
is a COMPARE audit calculation. Therefore, when we say that the CONTAIN results are 
"'equivalent" to these COMPARE results, it means that the CONTAIN results are within 5% of 
the results. In Chapter 2, an equivalency investigation for CONTAIN focuses on four individual 
subcompartment analyses. In the chapter we note what types of input are required to obtain 
equivalency.  

Secondly, the qualification process addresses whether key phenomena, listed in Table I-1, are 
appropriately modeled in the CONTAIN code to provide reasonably conservative results, 
independent of any other code comparisons. To demonstrate this aspect of the qualification, 
CONTAIN results are compared in Chapter 3 to an experimental database for critical flow and 
near prototypical blowdowns. In this effort, extensive reference is made to CONTAIN code 
assessments documented in "An Assessment of CONTAIN 2.0: A Focus on Containment 
Thermal-Hydraulics (Including Hydrogen Distributions)." 

1.6 Code Guidance 

In each of the CONTAIN code calculations described and reported in Chapters 2 and 3, input 
preparation is also discussed. These discussions are summarized in Chapter 4, where model 
recommendations and input preparation for subcompartment analyses with the CONTAIN code 
are presented. These discussions may be consulted along with the listings of CONTAIN input 
decks presented in Appendix B for user guidance. In Chapter 4, general recommendations are 
given to guide the user in selecting parameters that will enable "equivalency" and/or conservative 
predictions of pressure differential profiles. Furthermore, by using any of these modeling or 
parametric recommendations, user directed code sensitivities can be pursued in an efficient 
manner. [It should be noted, that the demonstration problems discussed in Chapter 2,
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specifically, are intended only for demonstration purposes, and are not intended for application to 

other subcompartment problems without appropriate modifications.] 

1.7 Limitations 

Because this report involves comparison to the COMPARE code, where "traditional" methods of 

NRC subcompartment analyses are used, there are some limitations that these comparisons 

impose on the scope of the CONTAIN/COMPARE equivalency discussion. The concern here 

relates to how critical flow has been calculated in the past for wet steam injections with orifice 

type flow paths. It has been a common practice to select the "Moody with the 0.6 multiplier" for 

orifice type flow paths (i.e., those paths that include inlet losses) when setting the COMPARE 

input parameters for modeling critical flow. It has not been possible to prepare a CONTAIN 

input that provides a direct equivalency to this choice of critical flow modeling and flow path 

type. The reason for this is explained in Appendix A, where critical flow modeling between the 

CONTAIN and COMPARE codes are discussed. In short, the problem is one of consistency in 

the COMPARE critical flow options and the specific selection of the multiplier applied to the 

Moody critical flow correlation for wet air/steam mixtures. The limitations of the "traditional" 

method for applying the COMPARE code are discussed in Chapter 2.  

Although we are addressing short-term pressurizations that may be represented in time scales of 

fractions of a second, we do not address pressure wave effects that may occur immediately after a 

pipe rupture where also shocks may develop in a system of connected compartments. Nor do we 

address dynamic pressure loads that may develop as a result of jet impingement. These issues are 

related to damaging processes that are out of scope of the (lumped-parameter) subcompartment 

analyses presented in this report.
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*H represents high rankirig: H = the phenomenon has a dominant impact on the pressure 
differential prediction. The phenomenon should be explicitly and accurately modeled in the 
code.  

M represents moderate ranking: M = the phenomenon has moderate influence on the prediction 
of pressure differentials. The phenomenon should be well modeled, but accuracy may be 
somewhat compromised in the code.  

L represents low ranking: L = the phenomenon has little effect on the prediction of pressure 
differentials. The phenomenon should be represented in the code, but almost any model will be 
sufficient.

1-7

Table 1-1. Phenomena ranking* for subcompartment analyses where the criterion is the 
prediction of maximum pressure differential.  

Accident Type Phenomenon Rank 

LOCA: Liquid water entrainment H 

Phase velocity slip in the flow path L 

Mass and heat transfers between liquid and gas phases L 

Inertia of subcompartment fluids H 

Heat and mass transfer between fluid and compartment' L-M 
boundaries and internal structures 

Fluid reversible and irreversible energy losses in the path H 

Critical flow H 

MSLB: Inertia of subcompartment fluids M-H 

Heat and mass transfer between fluid and comliartment L-M 
boundaries and internal structures 

Fluid reversible and irreversible energy losses in the path H 

Critical flow H



Figure 1-1 Equivalency band based on the COMPARE calculation of the Grand 

Gulf pressure differential for the heat exchanger room, RWCU line break 

scenario.
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2 Comparisons with the COMPARE Code

Listed in Table 2-1 are the four comparison calculations that are discussed in this chapter. The 
first two, C1 and C2, have been taiken ouf of the COMPARE code manual [4]. These are code
to-code benchmark calculations that demonstrate a code's ability to predict subcompartment 
pressure differentials when key phenomena govreming the pressuires are 1) two-phase inertia 
flow, and 2) two-phase choked flow. -Both calculations have wet steam injections. The other 
two comparison calculations, C3 and C4, are representative plant cases of COMPARE 
calculations for two Grand Gulf postulated accident sequences, and they are used to demonstrate 
the type of subcompartment analyses that may be encountered in safety reviews.  

The discussion of each calculation is presented below in' three parts:'l) CONTAIN and 
COMPARE result comparisons; 2) input preparatioh for the CONTAIN calculation; and, 3) 
selected sensitivity calculations. The analysis of the comparisons'in the first part helps to explain 
significant differences or similariiy in the codes. The input preparation section focuses on 
specific portions of the CONTAIN input preparation that is helpful for auiser wanting to 
construct inpui that will simulate'COMPARE calculations. Selected sensitivity,'calculations 
present additional guidahnc6'on how the CONTAIN input may be adjusted to investigate key 
.model or input parametier(s) that affect calculated'ma'ximum pressure differentials. Table 2-2 
presents a summary 4f the types of sensitivity calculations associated with each problem.  

The comparisons of each code's results are presented with a backdrop of minor and major code 
modeling differenices thai are discussed in the following sutbsection's. Presented in Table 2-3 is a 
listing of subcompartment modeling comparisons for the CONTAIN and COMPARE codes.  
The following calculations demonstrate how these modeling differences (or similarities) are 
manifested in subcompartment calculations.  

2.1 Two compartment wet steam injection 

Shown in Figure 2-1 is the configuration of compartments for a simple two compartment 
calculation. The smaller volume is connected to the larger volume by a connecting path with an 
area of 38 m2 . Low quality steam (h - 1395 kJ/kg) is injected into the smaller compartment at a 
rate of approximately 5900 kg/s.' Shown' in Figure 2-2"is the pressure differential between 
volumes #1 and #2 calculated using the COMPARE and CONTAIN codes. Figure 2-3 shows the 
CONTAIN calculation for this problem overlay on an equivalency band constructed from 
COMPARE results.r We se' from'this figure ili'it the COMPARE and CONTAIN code results 

are equivalent when compiring maximum pressure differentials.  

The CONTAIN maximum pressure differential for this demonstration calculation occurs for 
unchoked flow. At the time of maximum pressure differential, and for times leading up to-this 
point, the pressure differential is dependent on a solution of the transient momentum equation.  
Shown in Figure 2-4 are the CONTAIN calculated mass flux G and the critical mass fluxes for 
the CONTAIN critical flow mrddel, which is'also referred to here as'a "froien homogeneous" 
model (HFM) (see Appendix A). Two critical flow curves are plotted in the figure: the curve
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"CONTAIN (HFM)" is the CONTAIN critical flow with a multiplier of unity G, and the other 

critical flow curve is the CONTAIN critical flow Gcr multiplied by 0.7, or Gc*. In this 

CONTAIN calculation we have, by input, chosen to use a multiplier of 0.7. The mass flux 

exiting the flow path G is the minimum of the inertia flux Gm (momentum equation) and the 

critical mass flux G,*.. We see from Figure 2-4 that the maximum pressure differential occurs 

prior to the time period when choking is predicted ( G = Gc,, ).  

The conditions in the upstream compartment (Vol #1) are shown in Figure 2-5. The maximum 

pressure differential occurs when the upstream compartment pressure is - 1.55 bar, and the air 

mass percentage ranges between 60 to 80%; additionally, the maximum pressure differential 

occurs when the quality of the inlet flow is approximately 0.75. When comparing the CONTAIN 

results to the COMPARE maximum pressure differential, it is important to determine whether 

the COMPARE results are also based on inertia flow, as opposed to choked flow. Shown in 

Figures 2-6 and 2-7 are the critical flows for each code model, at air/steam composition of 60 and 

80% air, respectively. The critical flows may be compared in the figures to the CONTAIN 

calculated inertia flow at the time of maximum pressure differential. Assuming the excellent 

agreement between the CONTAIN and COMPARE pressures also indicates that the CONTAIN 

mass flow is representative of the mass flow calculated with the COMPARE code, we conclude 

both the CONTAIN and COMPARE calculations of maximum pressure differential occurs 

during inertia flow. Since the momentum equation solved in the two codes are formulated in an 

identical manner, we would expect approximately an equivalent pressure response, as evident in 

Figure 2-2.  

Input preparation. The listings of the CONTAIN and COMPARE input decks for this 

subcompartment problem C1 are given in Appendix B and C, respectively. Below, we show the 

CONTAIN flow path input for problem C I: 

engvent 
from 1 to 2 

varea=38.08992 vavl=3.77 type=gas vcfc=0.75 vcontra=0.7 

eoi 

We note in this input that the inertia parameter "vavl" is the A/L term in the lumped parameter 

momentum equation that is solved in the CONTAIN code. The CONTAIN flow coefficient can 

be derived from the inlet and exit loss coefficients input to the COMPARE code as 

CFC=Ki + K 2-1 

where CFC is the CONTAIN flow coefficient "vcfc", and K, and K, are the inlet and exit loss
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coefficients for the path, respectively.1 The parameter "vcontra" is referred to in the CONTAIN 
manual as the vena contracta factor. However, we describe this factor more generally as an 
adjustment multiplier to the CONTAIN critical mass flux. In this input, we have set the 
multiplier equal to 0.7. This setting 1) adjusts the critical flow mass flux to an equivalent 
homogeneous'equilibrium model result (in the case of wet steam), and 2) compensates the 
critical mass flux approximately for'non-isentropic or irreversible energy losses in the inlet; in 
this case when the entrance loss coefficient is 0.5. A more detailed discussion of how the 
multiplier "vcontra" is determined can be found in Appendix A.  

Sensitivity. This problem can also be used to demonstrate the conservative assumption for 100% 
liquid water entrainmefit and transport through the flow path. Shown in Figure 2-8 are the 
CONTAIN pressure differential pressure profiles calculated with and without liquid water 
entrainment. The default option for the CONTAIN code, which is how the results in Figure 2-2 
were calculated, is with 100% entrainment.2 In the sensitivity case, run without entrainment, the 
CONTAIN input is modified by including the DROPOUT keyword in the FLOWS input block.  
As shown in Figure 2-8, the addition of liquid water in the atmosphere significantly increases 
pressure'differentials. The reality of large amounts of water entrainment is further discussed in 
Chapter 3, where CONTAIN results are compared to an experimental database of rapid 
pressurizations from wet steam injections.  

2.2 Four compartment wet steam injection 

Shown in Figure 2-9 is the configuration for ai four compartment calculafion. This problem is 
used in the COMPARE code manual as'a sample staiidard problem for testing the code's 
capability for predicting pressure differentials during-periods of critical flow. In the problem, 
low quality steam ( h = 1395 kJ/kg) is injected into the smaller compartment (Vol. #1) at a rate of 
approximately 35800 kg/s. Shown in Figure 2-10 are the pressure differentials between 
compartments #1 and #2 calculated using the COMPARE and CONTAIN codes. The 
CONTAIN code results are shown for a calculation where the multiplier on the CONTAIN 
critical flux, vcontra, is set to 0.9. In both the COMPARE and CONTAIN calculations, the 
maximum pressure differential occurs when the"exit two-phase flow is izhoked. (In the legend, 
the CONTAIN critical flux model is denoted as HFM to indicate that the model is representative 
of a "homogeneous frozen" model.) ' 

Figure 2-10 demonstrates a "traditional" method for performing siubcompartifient analyses with 
the COMPARE code. In the COMPARE calculation, the Moody critical flux model is selected 
as the optional critical flux model. By input, the'Moody model is applied with a multiplier of 
0.6; this rule, "'Moody * 0.6" represents one of the more commonly used and accepted methods 

The COMPARE input for problem Cl has .Ki=0.5 and K, = 1.0.  

2All COMPARE calculations presented in this report are run with 100% liquid water 

entrainment.
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for estimating critical flow in subcompartment analyses.3 We have shown in Appendix A that 
the use of this rule is essentially equivalent to a homogeneous equilibrium model (HEM) when 

the upstream quality is - 0.4. Since the HEM is known to represent a lower bound estimate for 

wet steam critical flow, the use of the "Moody * 0.6" rule in subcompartment analyses is 

reasonable, as long as the quality is in the neighborhood of 0.4. For most wet steam injections, 

where 100% entrainment is assumed, qualities will rapidly plateau at approximately an upstream 

quality of 0.4. We can see this behavior for the COMPARE calculation in Figure 2-11, where 

the upstream (break room) pressure and atmospheric composition conditions are plotted, and in a 

similar plot for the CONTAIN results in Figure 2-12. Again, from the discussion in Appendix A, 

we also note that the HFM can be made essentially equivalent to the HEM by applying a 

multiplier, vcontra, of 0.9. Therefore, to adjust the Moody to the HEM at a quality of 0.4 we 

apply a multiplier of 0.6; whereas, to adjust the CONTAIN HFM to the HEM we apply a 

multiplier of 0.9. The equivalency of the critical flux modeling with these multipliers is shown 

in Figure 2-13. Figure 2-14 shows that when the critical flux models are made equivalent 

through use of multipliers at a quality of - 0.4, the maximum pressure differentials are also 

equivalent (i.e., the CONTAIN results are within +1-5% of the COMPARE calculation).  

Input preparation. Shown in Table 2-4 are the flow path specifications for problem C2. The 

CONTAIN loss coefficient is defined as I K/2, where I K represents the sum of all loss 

coefficients for the pathway (entrance and exit). The flow path area and inertia terms for the 

CONTAIN input are identical to those inputs for the COMPARE code. The critical flux 

multiplier, vcontra, is chosen to provide intercompartmental flow results, during choking periods, 

that are equivalent to a Moody critical flow model with a multiplier of 0.6. Equivalency is 

obtained here by using the CONTAIN multiplier vcontra = 0.9. The CONTAIN FLOWS4 input 

for the calculation shown in Figure 2.14 is 

engvent 
from 1 to 2 
varea=0.55741 4 vavl=.365753 type=gas vcfc=.75 vcontra=0.9 eoi 
from 2 to 3 
varea=9.56893 3 vavl=6.278751 type=gas vcfc=.75 vcontra=0.9 eoi 
from 2 to 4 
varea=18.58045 vavl=12.19175 type=gas vcfc=.75 vcontra=0.9 eoi 
from 1 to 4 
varea=35.95318 vavl=3.735 type=gas vcfc=.75 vcontra=0.9 eoi 

3 "Currently acceptable vent critical flow correlations are the 'frictionless Moody' with a 

multiplier of 0.6 for water-steam mixtures, and the thermal homogeneous equilibrium model for 

air-steam-water mixtures," USNRC SRP, Rev. 2, July, 1981 - Section 6.2.1.2.  

4 CONTAIN keyword to designate the input block for flow path specification.
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Sensitivity. In this problem, the traditional "Moody * 0.6" rule is the basis for our maximum 
pressure differential comparisons. But this rule may not assure conservative results in all 
"situations, specifically when the flows entering the paths expand non-isentropically. In the 
specification of the compartmient paths, Table 2-4, the entrance loss coefficient Ki is set to 0.5.  

A loss coefficient of 0.5 usually represents losses for paths with sharp-edge entrance regions, for 
example, an orifice. For the "frozen homogeneous" model, the gas or'air/steam portion of the 
wet mixture flowing into the entrance region is assumed to expand irito the throat region 
isentropically. However, if we have irreversible losses at the entrance, then these gases will 
expanded non-isentropically from the upstream stagnant condition to the throat. We can correct 
the expansion for non-isentropic behavior approximately by'assuming that the'air/steam'mixture 
behaves as a compressible polytropic perfect gas and includes the energy losses; similarly, as 
implemented for the ideal compressible' polytropic gas modeling'in the COMPARE code. In 
these cases, the critical flux is reduced by a factor to account for non-isentropic flow. The 
correction to the CONTAIN HFM then is divided into two sepaiate'corrections: 1) a correction 
for equilibrium betweenphases , (i.e.,'converting HFM to HEM results5), and 2) correction 

for non-isentropic gas flow (D, K- From Appendix A, we find that these factors, when combined 

give the overall correction factor or multiplier,,vcontra, as 

0 = 4) cntn * D K = 0.9 * 0.78 = 0.7.  

Another approach to the correction for non-isentropi6 flow behavior, or non-ideal nozzle effects 
is to assume that a single phase compressible discharge coefficient, 

actual flow rate 
critical flow rate in ideal nozzle , 

aýlso applies to two-phase mixtures. Single-phase experiments for critical flow in orifices (sharp
edge paths) have been shown to have a compressible discharge coefficient of 0.84 [5]. This 
factor may be compared to the'compressible polytropic derived factor of 0.78 given in Appendix 
ýA. We have chosen the smaller multiplier here,O0.7, as the more conservative correction for non
ideal nozzle effects, where the entrance loss' coefficient is 0.5. .  

What we-see witfi for the "CONTAIN (HFM) * 0.7" curve in Figure 2-15 is that the correction 
for non-ideal paths increaises the maximum pressure differential in this problem by about 30% 
over the differeiitial 'calculated using the moretraditional method of "Moody * 0.6." 

5 Note, "Moody' * 0.6".and HEM are eq'iiv'alent for qualities of 0.4.  
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2.3 Grand Gulf three compartment, wet steam injection

Shown in Figure 2-16 is the configuration of compartments for a three compartment Grand Gulf 

demonstration calculation C3. In this problem, low quality steam (h = 1093 kJ/kg) from a break 

in the reactor water clean-up line is injected into a heat exchanger room (Vol. #1) at a rate of 

approximately 663.6 kg/s for 1.3 seconds, and then reduced to 329.5 kg/s for the remainder of the 

calculation. Shown in Figure 2-17 are the pressure differentials calculated with the CONTAIN 

and COMPARE codes. We note from the comparison of critical flux to inertia flow that the 

calculated flows are never choked. The good comparisons of maximum pressure differentials 

therefore are a reflection on the similar modeling of inertia flows between the codes. The 

equivalency plots, showing that the CONTAIN results are within the equivalency band for 

maximum pressure differentials, are presented in Figures 2-18 and 2-19.  

Input preparation. The specifications for the connecting pathways for problem C3 are given in 

Table 2-5. The FLOWS block input preparation is similar to the discussions above for problem 

C2. Since choked flow is not an issue for this problem, a discussion of input preparation for non

isentropic flow is deferred to the discussion of input for problem C4, where choking is calculated 

to occur. The FLOWS block input that describes the flow paths for problem C3 is 

engvent 
from 1 to 2 
varea=3.14 vavl=1. 6 1 type=gas vcfc=.71 vcontra=0.7 eoi 
from 1 to 3 
varea=1.9 5 vavl=1. 5 6 type=gas vcfc=.70 vcontra=0.7 eoi 

Sensitivity. Subcompartment analyses are characterized by short time periods where an 

acceleration term in the momentum equation can be an important contributor to the 

determination of the rate of fluid flow through a pathway. The amount of pathway and upstream 

volume associated with the acceleration term (i.e., the A/L value) may therefore be an important 

consideration in some circumstances. In this problem, we can vary the amount of fluid volume 

designated in the momentum equation by input through the "vavl" parameter. Shown in Table 2

6 are breakdowns for various A/L values for problem C3. The case referred to as "Base" 

represents input where the area and A/L terms specified in the CONTAIN input are the 

COMPARE input values. The other cases, Case 1 and Case2, reflect sensitivity cases with 

variation in the effective pathway length. We often consider the "path" as a duct of certain 

length L; however, we may assume that the effective path 1) extends into the upstream volume, 

and 2) may have an increased area when projected into the upstream volume. In any case, we use 

the designation A/L to effectively represent some imagined duct segment, as indicated in Figure 

2-20.  

Shown in Figure 2-21 is the pressure differential profiles for the two sensitivity cases where the 

acceleration or inertia term is varied. The results, for this problem, show that the pressure 

differential can be dependent on the magnitude to the acceleration term (percent of upstream 

volume), especially when the connecting volumes are of similar size. We see that when the
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pathway volumes are increased, oscillations in the pressure differential are observed. Although 
there is no rule per se that is universally accepted for determination of pathway length or volume, 
it is suggested that pathway lengths should be chosen in a manner to minimize these differential 
oscillations. This issue is addressed more c6mpletely in the follo%.rihg chapter where pressure 
differential results are compared to an experimental database. From those comparisons a 
recommendation for 'selecting pathway volumes is suggested. 'Here we simply note that pathway 
volumes can induce an oscillatory variation on pressure differential profiles when inertia flows 
dominate, and these oscillations'can for some configurations significantly affect the prediction of 
maximum pressure differentials.  

2.4 Grand Gulf nine compartment, dry steam injection 

Figure 2-22 is a sketch of the Grand Gulf primary containment, showing the drywell segmented 
into nine regions.- For this demonstration problem C4, a postulated main steam-line break, 
(MSLB)'occurs in the upper portion of the drywell, which is equally divided between volumes 
#1 and #2"ý The full configuration of the drywell is shown in Figure 2-23.- The sudden break flow 
of dry steam (h = 2767 kJ/kg) induces choked, single-phase air/steam mixture flow into the small 
pathways leading from the'break volumes to the upper head region Vol #9. The choking begins 
almost immediately follbwinig the break in the main steam line, and therefore the pressure 
differential maximumrs for these volumes (Vol #1 -and #2) occur during a period of choked flow.  
Figures 2-24 and 2-25 are plots of the pressure differentials for Vol #1 to Vol #9, and Vol #2 to 
Vol #9;, respectively. The comparisons of the CONTAIN results to the COMPARE equivalency 
band for these pressure differentials are shown in Figures 2-26 and 2-27. From these sets of 
c6mparisons we see that the CONTAIN and COMPARE results are in reasonably good 
agreement. After the initial pressure peak, the pressure differential calculated by CONTAIN for 
Vol #1 to Vol #9 is slightly below the equivalency band, and in the early rise and peaking, the 
maximum pressure'differential has a value slightly below the equivalency band. The situation 
with respect to the pressure'differential for Vol #2 to Vol #9 is in somewhat better agreement 
with the COMPARE results -the pressure differential after the peak is seen to be just within the 
equivalency band, yet the maximum pressure differential is still slightly below the equivalency 
band. ' . .  

This proble'm represents an extreme test of the inertia and critical flow modeling between the 
codes. The fact that they igree as well as noted shows that the modeling is very near identical.  
However, the small difference between -c'des models can'result in variations as noted below.  

We have addressed in Appendix A the critical flux model comparisons for CONTAIN and 
COMPARE;'and mentioned that the models for single-phase critical flow are identical (i.e., they 
are based on isentr'okic&p6ffect gas'modeling).,-For cases, such as problem C4,,where non
isentropic critical flow is calculated, we also noted that both code models can be made equivalent 
with the application of a multiplier in the case of the CONTAIN code. The multiplier has been 
applied in these calculations (see input preparation). On first glance, one would expect identical 
pressure differentials for choked paths, such as Vol #1 to Vol #9 and Vol #2 to Vol #9. But, the 
flow conditions affecting these volumes (pressures),involves more than critical flow modeling 
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for these pathways.

In problem C4, the break volumes are exceptionally small compared to the major relief volumes 

Vol #4 and Vol #5. And, in the case of Vol #4 the pathways to this volume from both break 

volumes is very large compared to the pathways connecting to the upper head region (Vol #9).  

As a result, the pressures in Vol #1 and #2 will be significantly affected by flows from these 

small volumes to the large volumes, especially Vol #4. It is therefore important to identify the 

type of flow that occurs for the pathway connecting Vol #1 or #2 and Vol #4. We see from 

Figure 2-28 that the flow in these pathways are unchoked (G is less than Gcrit) for the entire time 

period plotted. This means that the pressure maximums in the break volumes will be 

significantly affected by the model for inertia flow.  

We indicated in Table 2-3 that the inertia flow models for both codes are essentially identical 

since the flow equation (momentum equation) is identical from an analytical standpoint.  

However, the implementation or solution to the set of flow equations representing the network of 

connections is not identical but solved somewhat differently by each code. First, the flow 

equations in the CONTAIN code (as setup for this problem) are solved implicitly; whereas, the 

COMPARE flow equations are solved explicitly in time. Secondly, the CONTAIN equations are 

solved using an upstream density for the pathway. COMPARE, on the other hand, uses a 

pathway density based on a solution to the static flow equation. In situations where the rate of 

change of the pressures are not so severe, or the dissimilarities between volume size and flow 

paths areas are not as great as in this configuration, these variations would probably not be 

noticeable- but here they are. For example, shown in Figures 2-29 and 2-30 are the CONTAIN 

results for pressure differentials calculated using an explicit solution to the flow equations.6 

Figures 2-29 and 2-30 show that the maximum pressure differential is increased using the 

CONTAIN explicit solver, which in this instance produces results that are in better agreement 

with the maximum pressure differential calculated with the COMPARE (explicit) code.  

Agreement between codes after the peak pressure differentials is not improved in this alternative 

CONTAIN explicit calculation, and we may suspect that the disagreement at later times may be 

due to differences in how pathway density is defined for the inertia flow equation, as discussed 

above. Note, however, that the explicit calculation scheme used here in the CONTAIN code is 

only invoked to indicate how in some extreme cases, the CONTAIN code may through input be 

exercised in a manner that gives similar results to COMPARE; in this case, when the flow solver 

is implemented in a similarly explicit fashion. The observed increase in differentials indicated by 

an explicit solution method is not an indicator for a method to obtain conservatism with the 

CONTAIN code; rather the use of the explicit solver is used only to show how the two codes, in 

this one example problem, may be viewed as equivalent. In general, the CONTAIN code is 

always exercised using the implicit flow solver, as indicated by the use of the keyword 

IMPLICIT in the FLOWS input block.  

6 Explicit solver in used when the keyword "implicit" is omitted, and the flow paths are 

described as regular flow paths (see Appendix B of the CONTAIN code manual [1]).
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Input preparation. The specification of the flow paths for problem C4 are given in Table 2-7. In 
the COMPARE code, critical flow for sinigle-lhase air/steam mixtures is calculated with the ideal 
compressible polytropic gas model (ICPM). This model is equivalent to the CONTAIN critical 
flux model when there is no suspended liquid in the gas stream. However, the COMPARE 
model also inc6rporates-an analytical correction forinon-isentropic flows. ,The 6orrection factor 
is dependent on th6entrance loss coefficient _Kof the path.- In Table 2-7, the entrance loss 

coefficients input to the COMPARE code are listed, along with a critical flux multiplier' 
"vcontra" based on a correction obtained using Equation A-5 in Appendix A. This correction is 
shown in the appendix as an adjustment that produces a critical flux 'equal to the COMPARE 
value for non-isentropic flow. The FLOWS block input for problem C4 is

engvent 
from I to 2 
varea=3.49 vavl=1.004 type=gas vcfc=.61 vcontra=O.89 eoi 
from Ito 3 
varea=3.49 vavl=O.688 type=gas vcfc=.670 vcontra-0.84 eoi 
from I to 4 
varea=6.23 vavl=3.718 type=gas vcfc=.61 vcontra=O.89 eoi 
from 1 to 5 
varea=2.33 vavl=.2645 type=gas vcfc=.61 vcontra=0.89 eoi 
from I to 9 
varea=.203 vavl=.2671 type=gas vcfc=1.43 vcontra=0.6 eoi 
from 2 to 3 
varea=4.62 vavl=.3907 type=gas vcfc=.64 vcontra=0.864 eoi 
from 2 to 4 
varea=16.18 vavl=9.2387 type=gas vcfc=.58 vcontra=0.92 eoi 
from2to5 
varea=5.81 vavl=.6165 type=gas vcfc=.59 vcontra=0.91 eoi 
from 3 to 4 
varea=41.54 vavl=24.006 type=gas vcfc=.58 vcontra=0.92 eoi 
from 3 to 5 
varea=15.12 vavl=1.6029 type=gas vcfc=.6 vcontra=0.9 eoi 

-from4to6 
varea=218.9 vavl=57.524 type=gas ,vcfc=1.43 ,vcontra=0.6 e6i 
from6to7, .  
varea=219.0 vavl=42.344 type=gas. vcfc=1.43 vcontra=0.6 eoi 
from7to8 
varea=156.3 vavl=36.732 type=gas ycfc=1.43 vcontra-0.6 eoi 
from2to9, 
varea=.203 vavl=.3452 type=gas vcfc=1.43 vcontra=O.6 eoi 
from 3 to 9 
varea=.405 vavl=.723 type=gas vcfc=1.43 vcontra=0.6 eoi
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where each pathway is characterized by a unique critical flux multiplier that depends on the 

entrance loss coefficient.  

Sensitivity. Selecting a nodal configuration for subcompartment analysis requires some 

experience in modeling with lumped parameter codes. For licensing, the licensee must provide a 

rationale for a nodal scheme, and prove that this configuration represents a reasonable and 

conservative representation of the containment. Shown in Table 2-8 are listed four nodalizations 

of the Grand Gulf drywell for a MSLB in the upper annular region, described as Vol #1 and #2 in 

the 9 volume nodalization used above. The nodalizations representing 6, 7, and 8 volumes 

combine various volumes in the 9 volume nodalization scheme.  

In the 8 volume nodalization scheme which is shown in Figure 2-31, the break volumes #1 and 

#2 are combined into a single volume Vol #2. Shown in Figure 2-32 are the comparison of the 

pressure differential between the break volume and upper head region Vol #9 for this 

nodalization and the pressure differentials calculated for the 9 volume nodalization (Base). We 

see that in comparison to the pressure differential between the small break volume Vol #1 and 

Vol #9, the revised nodalization results in a reduced pressure differential. However, when 

compared to the pressure differential between the large break volume Vol #2 and Vol #9, the 

revised nodalization results in an increase in the pressure differential. Assuming that there were 

a distinction between the partition type or construction (design pressure differential) for regions 

designated as Vol #1 and #2, this difference caused by varying the nodalization might also 

suggest a difference in design failure; and, in this case we might consider this result significant 

and pursue the issue of nodalization more fully.  

Alternatively, we might consider combining the upper annular region Vol #1, #2, and #3 into one 

single volume. Shown in Figure 2-33 is such a case, where the combine volumes are given the 

single volume designation Vol #2. The pressure differential for the 7 volume configuration is 

plotted in Figure 2-34, compared to the differential calculated with the base or 9 volume 

nodalization. In this case, the addition of the large volume Vol #3 to the break volumes 

significantly reduces the pressure differential, and therefore represents a less conservative 

nodalization scheme than the base nodalization.  

For regions removed from the immediate region of the break, it may be possible to combine 

volumes that also have large connecting pathways without affecting the maximum pressure 

differentials. Shown in Figure 2-35 is a 6 volume configuration where the mid- and lower

annular regions of the drywell are combined: volumes Vol #6 through Vol#8 are added to the 

single volume Vol #4. Pressure differentials for this 6 volume configuration are compared in 

Figure 2-36 to the pressure differentials calculated using the base nodalization. As indicated by 

the results, the pressure differentials are essentially identical for these two configurations.
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Problem # Description Fluid' Key Modeling*** 

Cl* Two conmpartment, wet steam air/stearnm/water two-phase inertia flow 
injection 

C2* Four compartment, wet steam air/steam/water two-phase inertia flow 
injection 

two-phase non-isentropic choking 

C3** Grand Gulf, three compartment air/steýa/water two-phase inertia -flow' 
wet steam injection 

C4** Grand Gulf, 9 compartment dry air/steam single-phase mixture inertia flow 
steam injection 

._ _ _-_ _single-phase mixture non-isentropic choking 
* COMPARE code test problems (LA-NUREG-6488-MS) 

** plant demonstration problems 
significant for prediction of maximum pressure differential 

Table 2-2. Listing of CONTAIN code sensitivity calculations associated with COMPARE 
problem comparisons.  

Problem # - Modeling/Parameter Sensitivity Comments 

C1 liquid water entrainment' dropout of liquid water shown to reduce 
__ __pressure differentials 

C2 inertia term variation of inertia term affects the 
calculated pressure differential profile 

C3 vena contracta (critical flux pressure differential sensiitivity to the 
multiplier) inclusion of non-isentropic effect for wet 

-_ steam injection 

C4 nodalization effects pressure diffeientials affected by selection 
of compartment bounda'ries

2-11

Table 2-1. Listing of the COMPARE comparison problems performed for subcompartment 
code qualification.
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Table 2-4. Pathway specificatiori forproblem C2.  

Path Area A/LL Crc YK 
m 2 m 

From To 

1 2 0.557414 0.365753 0.75 0.5

2 3 -9.568933 6.278751- 0.75 0.5 

2 4 18.58045 12.19175,- 0.75 0.5 

1 4 - 35.95318- 3.735 10.75 0.5 

Table 2-5.- Pathway'specification for problem-C3. 

Path Area A/L , CFc 
- ,m2 -_m 

From To 

1 2 3.14 1.61 0.71 0.42 

1 3 1.95 1.56 T0.70 0.40 

Table 2-6. Breakdown of A/L input for problem C3.  

Case # A (1-2) A(1-3) L(1-2) L(1-3) A/L A/L V%* V% 
m2 m2 m m, -' . (1-2) (1-3) (1-2) (1-3) 

m m 

Base 3114 1.95 1.95 1.25 1.61 -1.56----- 2.1 -1.3

Casel 3.14 1.95 0.4** 0.25** 8 7.8 0.4 0.25 

Case2 3.:14 1.95 6.7 6.7 0.47 0.29 7.1 4.4 
* volume percentage of upstream compartment (A*IJVcomp)*.1 00 *" 

**L = VOMP ** 11/3
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Table 2.7. Pathway specification for problem C4.

Cells Area A/L CFc Kentr vcontra 
n: nm 

From To 

1 2 3.49 1.004 0.61 0.22 0.89 

1 3 3.49 0.4688 0.67 0.34 0.84 

1 4 6.23 3.718 0.61 0.21 0.89 

1 5 2.33 0.2645 0.61 0.21 0.89 

1 9 0.203 0.2671 1.43 1.43 0.6 

2 3 4.62 0.3907 0.64 0.27 0.864 

2 4 16.18 9.2387 0.58 0.15 0.92 

2 5 5.81 0.6165 0.59 0.17 0.91 

3 4 41.54 24.006 0.58 0.15 0.92 

3 5 15.12 1.6029 0.6 0.19 0.9 

4 6 218.9 57.524 1.43 1.43 0.6 

6 7 219.0 42.344 1.43 1.43 0.6 

7 8 156.3 36.732 1.43 1.43 0.6 

2 9 0.203 0.3452 1.43 1.43 0.6 

3 9 0.405 0.723 1.43 1.43 0.6 

Table 2-8. Nodalization configurations for the Grand Gulf drywell.  

Nodalization Region Comments 

9 volumes base configuration 

8 volumes break rooms combined small break room pressure 
differential reduced; large break 
room differential increased 

7 volumes upper annular region that break room pressure differential 

includes break rooms reduced 

combined 

6 volumes mid- and lower-annular break room pressure differential 

regions combined same as base configuration
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Blowdown 

5896 kg/s 

1395 kJ/kg 

Initial Conditions 

1.0135 bar 

294 K 

0% Rel. Hum.

-Junction

Vol #1 

283rn3

38 m 
1.52 m long

L/A = 0.265m'f

Vol #2 

28317m
3

Figure 2-1. Sketch of the two compartment wet steam injection problem for the 
COMPARE/CONTAIN comparison calculations.
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Figure 2-2. Comparison of COMPARE and CONTAIN calculated pressure 

differentials for comparison problem C I.
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Figure 2-3. CONTAIN calculated pressure differential for problem C1 compared 
to the COMPARE equivalency band.
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Choked

Figure 2-4. Comparison of CONTAIN mass flux and CONTAIN critical 

fluxes (Problem C I calculated with CONTAIN (HFM) * 0.7).
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CONTAIN calculated upstreami atmospheric conditions for problem C l.
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Figure 2-6. Critical flux comparisons between the COMPARE and CONTAIN 

calculations for problem C I at an upstream pressure of 1.55 bar and an air mass 

percentage of 60%. The CONTAIN inertia flux Gm is the flux calculated in the 

CONTAIN calculation at the time of maximum pressure differential. A window is 

shown to represent the approximate quality and critical flux in the time period of 

maximum pressure differential.
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Figure 2-7. Critical flux comparisons between the COMPARE and CONTAIN 
calculations for problem C1 at an upstream pressure of 1.55 bar and an air mass 
percentage of 80%. The CONTAIN inertia flux Gm is the flux calculated in the 
CONTAIN calculation at the time of maximum pressure differential. A window is 
shown to represent the approximate quality and critical flux in the time period of 
maximum pressure differential.
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Figure 2-8. CONTAIN calculated pressure differentials for two limiting liquid 
water entrainments.
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Break flow

Figure 2-9. Sketch of the compartment configuration for problem C2.
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Figure 2-10. Comparison of the CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 

differential (Vol #1 to Vol #2) for problem C2.
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Figure 2-11. COMPARE calculated [Moody * 0.6] pressure and atmospheric 
composition in brek compartment (Vol #1) for problem C2.
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Figure 2-12. CONTAIN calculated [CONTAIN (HFM) * 0.9)] pressure and 

atmospheric composition in break compartment (Vol #1) for problem C2.
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Figure 2-13. Critical flux modeling using the upstream atmospheric conditions at 
time of maximum pressure differential (Vol #1 to Vol #2), t =0.1 seconds.
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Figure 2-14. Comparison of the COMPARE equivalency band and the CONTAIN 

calculated pressure differential (Vol #1 to Vol #2) for problem C2.
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Figure 2-15. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 
differential (Vol #1 to Vol #2) for problem C2, where the CONTAIN results are 
corrected for non-isentropic entrance flow.
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Brea Flow 

Vol #1 =297.5 m3Vol #2 

Heat Exchanger Rm. MS Tunn 

Vol #3 = 39660 
Containment 

Figure 2-16. Sketch of the compartmentalization for problem C3.
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Figure 2-17. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE'calculated pressure 
differentials for problem C3.
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Figure 2-18. CONTAIN calculated pressure differential for problem C3, 

comparing the pressure differential between compartments Vol#1 and Vol #3 with 

the COMPARE equivalency band.
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Figure 2-19. CONTAIN calculated pressure differential for problem C3, comparing 
the pressure differential between compartments Vol#1 and Vol #2 with the COMPARE 
equivalency band.
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Upstream volume 

Pathway volume A 

--------------------

Figure 2-20. An effective pathway volume that represents a region of acceleration through a 

pathway connecting an upstream and downstream volume or compartment.
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Figure 2-21. Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differentials for Vol #1 
and Vol #3. The base calculation corresponds to equivalent input for the 
COMPARE calculation; other case inputs are described in Table 2-6.
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Figure 2-22. Sketch of the Grand Gulf primary containment, showing 9 regions of the drywell.
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Break flow 

Figure 2-23. Configuration of compartments for problem C4
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Figure 2-24. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 

differential (Vol #1 to Vol #9) for problem C4.
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Figure 2-25. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 
differential (Vol #2 to Vol #9) for problemC4. I -
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Figure 2-26. Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differential (Vol #1 to Vol 

#9) with the COMPARE equivalency band.
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Figure 2-27. Comparison of CONTAIN calciilated -pressure differential (Vol #2 to 
Vol #9) with the COMPARE equivalency band.
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Figure 2-28. CONTAIN calculated mass flux and critical mass flux for pathway 

connecting Vol #2 and Vol #4. Since the inertia flow G is less than the critical flow, 

the flow in the pathway is unchoked (i.e., the flow is based on the solution of the 

momentum equation for the pathway).
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Figure 2-29. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 
differential (Vol #1 to Vol #9) for problem C4,-where the CONTAIN results are 
based on an explicit solution of the flow equations.
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Figure 2-30. Comparison of CONTAIN and COMPARE calculated pressure 

differential (Vol #2 to Vol #9) for problem C4, where the CONTAIN results are 

based on an explicit solution of the flow equations.
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Figure 2-31. Configuration of compartments for problem C4 (8 volume nodalization)



Figure 2-32. Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differentials between the 

break volume and upper head region (Vol #9). Volumes #1 and #2 are combined in 

the 8 volume nodalization into a single Vol #2.
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Figure 2-33. Configuration of compartments for problem C4 (7 volume nodalization)



Figure 2-34. Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differentials between the 

break volume and upper head region (Vol #9). Volumes #1 through #3 are combined 
in the 7 volume nodalization into a single Vol #2.
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Figure 2-35. Configuration of compartments for problem C4 (6 ')oiume n6dalization)
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Figure 2-36. Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differentials between the 

break volumes Vol #1 and Vol #2 and upper head region (Vol #9). Volumes #4, #6 

#8 are combined in the 6 volume nodalization into a single Vol #4.
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3 Comparisons with Experimental Data 

Listed in Table 3-1 are four test exercises used for the CONTAIN code qualification derived 
from data comparison. Each exercise is discussed below in three parts., In the first part, the test 
configuration and CONTAIN input model for the test are discussed, and comments are made 
concerning the relevancy of the exercise for code qualification. The second par• of the discussion 
presents the comparison of code results to experimental data. For this effort, we compare a "best 
estimate" calculation to data in order to establish a reference case for considering modeling 
adequacy. The third part of the discussion is devoted to sensitivity calculations where parameter 
and model choices are varied to 1) confirm input parameter(s) selected for the best estimate 
calculation, and 2) to evaluate margins for a conservative approach to subcompartment analysis.  
The types of sensitivity calculations conducted for each test exercise are given in Table 3-2.  

Additional detail on code exercises involving the German HDR facility can be found in "An 
Assessment of CONTAIN 2.0: A Focus on Containment Thermal Hydraulics (Including 
Hydrogen Distributions)" and in various standard problem summary reports [6 thru 9].  

3.1 Single-phase gas injection from high pressure source 

The information for this experiment is from the COMPARE code manual [4], where COMPARE 
results are shown to compare favorably with experimental data.  

3.1.1 -Test description and CONTAIN model.  

Shown in Figure 3-1 is the configuration for this two compartment, air vessel charging test. A 
small compartment having a volume of 0.004916 m3 and initial air pressure of 1 bar is suddenly 
charged with air from a constant 6.83 bar pressure source. The loss coefficients, Ki and Ko, for 

the entrance and exit of the path connecting the small and large (constant pressure source) 
volumes are given-as 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. The equivalent CONTAIN total loss coefficient 
Crc for'the path is (0.5+0.8)/2 = 0.65.  

Initially, we can anticipate from pressure ratios that the flow entering the small volume will be 
choked at the throat of the path. The CONTAIN code calculates the critical mass flux based on a 
model for ideal gas expanding isentropically into the path throat region:. We have noted in 
Appendix A, that for non-ideal pathways (i.e., pathways where Ki # 0 ) a gas will expand in a 

non-isentropic manner thereby reducing the critical mass flux that'would otherwise be predicted 
for isentropic flow. In Appendix A, we provided a correction equation that can be used to obtain 
a multiplier for the isentropic critical mass flux , to cbi'rectfor fl6w through non-ideal pathways.  
In this case, the multiplier' (for' Ki = 0-5 ) is 0.78. -In the CONT*IAIN FLOWS input block the 

multiplier for the critical flux model is referred t6 as a vena contracta factor;' we refer to this 
input parameter ".vcontra" as the critical flux multiplier. Choking is predicted to occur when the 
calculated critical mass flux (with multiplier) is less than the mass flux determined using the an 
inertia flow model. The term "inertia floi" model" is used here to represent flow modeling where 
the mass flux through a pathway is determined using a 1-D transient momentum equation.  
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In this exercise, the pressure of the charging compartment approaches the large volume pressure 

as air rapidly compresses into the small volume. Eventually, the flow of air into the small 

volume will stop when the small and large volume pressures equalize. However, before that 

occurs there will be a time when the flow through the pathway will "unchoke", and a "quasi

static" momentum flow will be established. When this occurs, the total or summation of the 

pathway entrance and exit loss coefficients will be a factor in determining the flow into the small 

volume. Up to that time, choked flow will govern the rate of pressure increase.  

By comparing the small volume calculated and the measured pressure, we can 1) validate the 

CONTAIN single-phase, critical flow model for non-ideal pathways, and 2) validate the inertia 

flow model for pressure driven flow during sub-critical conditions.  

3.1.2 CONTAIN results for the single-phase air charging experiment 

Shown in Figure 3-2 is a comparison of the CONTAIN calculated and measured small volume 

pressure during the charging period. The calculations follow very closely to the measured 

pressure, indicating that the single phase flow determined by the CONTAIN critical flow model 

(with multiplier) are good approximations to the actual flows that occur during the test. The 

critical flow period begins at the start of the test and continues for approximately 1.8 seconds. At 

that time, the pathway becomes unchoked. This behavior is deduced from the comparison of the 

calculated pathway flows for critical and inertia flow, shown in Figure 3-3. In the figure, choked 

flow is signified when the mass flux G is equal to the critical mass flux Gcr*. We see in Figure 

3.3 that G begins to drop below the critical mass flux at t = 1.8 seconds. Note, in this reference 

calculation the multiplier for the critical flux, vcontra, is set to 0.78, reflecting the non-isentropic 

correction for the specified inlet loss coefficient.  

After the flow becomes unchoked, the pressure profile is dependent on the inertia flow model.  

The cumulative loss coefficient for the pathway now comes into play and directly affects flow.  

In this case, we have used a CONTAIN loss coefficient of 0.65, which corresponds to the total 

loss coefficient specified for the test configuration. The good agreement of calculated and 

measured pressure indicates that 1) the correct choked-to-unchoked transition is predicted, and 2) 

the total loss coefficient used in the inertia modeling accurately predicts unchoked flow.  

3.1.3 Sensitivity calculations 

Non-isentropic critical flow modeling.  

If the critical flow model is not adjusted for non-isentropic flow, the predicted choked flow will 

be over estimated and the predicted pressure will consequently be over predicted. This situation 

is shown in Figure 3-2, where we compared the pressure calculated for vcontra = 1 with the 

reference calculation. We noted in Appendix A, that the multiplier vcontra is a weak function of 

atmospheric composition (air vs. air/steam mixture) and pressure; therefore, we need only apply 

a correlation of vcontra with Ki to determine vcontra for the charging test.
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Loss coefficients.  

We can anticipate that there is some uncertainty associated with an estimate of total loss 
coefficient for a'pathway. Shown in Figure 3-4 is a comparison of calculated and measured 
pressures when the CONTAIN loss coefficient is set to 1.3,-or 2 times the specified total loss 
coefficient. Increasing the coefficient decreases the flow determined by the inertia model for a 
given pressure differential. This has two consequences for the comparison of calculated and 
measured pressures. First, the reduced flow during the unchoked portion of the test (last few 
seconds) will result in a reduced pressure profile as pressure equalization is approached. Second, 
the choking period will be shorten. The reduction of the choking period is shown in Figure 3-5, 
where the test is now calculated to unchoke at approximately, 1.3 seconds, or about a half second 
earlier than the reference calculation. (Note, in this sensitivity case, the multiplier for the critical 
flux remains fixed at the reference case value, vcontra = 0.78.) 

3.2 HDR-V44 blowdown experiment 

The HDR V44 blowdown experiment is one of a number of blowdown tests conducted in the 
German HDR facility, shown in Figure 3-6. This blowdown test was selected as an international 
standard problem, ISP-16 [6] during the mid-80's., It is representative of near prototypical 
blowdown test, in the sense that the injection source is characteristic of wet blowdown injection 
(specific enthalpy and mass rate) and the pathway connections are typical of connected pathways 
found in containments (doorways, hatches, etc.). The 'aspect ratio of the HDR containment 
(height vs. diameter) and the number of compartments are not characteristic of U.S. plants., 
These non-prototypical aspects of the test facility often restrict a direct extrapolation of .  
experimental results to U.S. plants; however, the near full-scale configuration of compartments 
and pathways provides a good setup for validating computer code modeling. In general, the non
prototypical characteristics of the test facility are of minor importance when validating against 
blowdown tests. For example, the non-prototypical aspect ratio of the facility mainly affects the 
calculation of long-term local temperature profiles, during periods when buoyancy driven flows 
are significant. In the case of a large number of compartments, these additional compartments 
(more than what would be expected in a U.S. plant) will tend to add more resistance for gases 
exiting the region of the break location,' and therefore will generally produce pressure. 
differentials higher than'what may be anticipated in a more open containment: But the presence 
of these additional compartments do not adversely affect the usefulness of the test data for, 
modeling validation in subcompdrtment analyses. • 

3.2.1 Test description and CONTAIN model.  

Shown in Figure 3-7 is the 33 compartment configuration used-for the CONTAIN reference 
model of the HDR test facility. The break compartment for this-test is room 1603, which is also 
shown in the sketchlof the facility, Figurie 3-6. An adjoining room io the break room is shown in 
Figure 3-8, where the instrumentation for pressure differential measurement between the break 
room and room 1708 is shown, instrument CP6301. -
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Presented in Table 3-3 are the room numbers and cell, or node volumes for the CONTAIN 
model. Specification of the pathways connecting the break room with other adjoining rooms are 
listed in Table 3-4. The discharge coefficients represent estimates of the total flow resistance for 
the pathways connecting various compartments; values listed are approximations provided in the 
standard problem specification. (Other listings of CONTAIN V44 input, used for instance in the 
CONTAIN 2.0 assessment report, have a less detailed representation of pathway loss coefficients 
for the break room; those listings were intended for calculations that focused on a later period in 
the blowdown transient where pressure differentials were not as important as in this report.) 
Discharge coefficients can be related to total loss coefficient K or CONTAIN loss coefficient 
Crc, and these coefficients are also included in Table 3-4.  

The V44 injection energy rate, normalized by the total volume of the HDR facility, is compared 
in Figure 3-9 to a typical plant injection for a postulated LOCA. A comparison of the specific 
enthalpy of the test and plant injection is shown in Figure 3-10. The characteristics of the test 
and plant injections are similar, and the relatively low specific enthalpy of the test indicates that 
the blowdown source is a two-phase steam/water injection.  

The CONTAIN input for the reference calculation is listed in Appendix B. A summary of key 
inputs for this containment model is presented in Table 3-5. Sensitivity of the CONTAIN results 
to these key inputs are discussed in subsection 3.2.3. The results from the sensitivity cases are 
useful for establishing recommendations for conservative analyses. Of special interest is the 
pressure differential margins calculated with 100% entrainment, no heat and mass transfer, and 
two-phase loss coefficients. The application of these margins for subcompartment analyses is 
addressed later in Chapter 4.  

3.2.2 CONTAIN results for HDR V44 experiment 

Shown in Figure 3-11 is a comparison of the measured and calculated break room pressure for 
test V44. In Figure 3-12, the pressure differentials between the break room and adjoining 
compartment 1708 are compared. Error percentages 1 have been calculated for these 
comparisons, and these errors are shown in Figure 3-13 for both pressure and pressure 
differential. We see from these plots that throughout the portion of the injection where 
significant pressurization occurs, the pressure and pressure differential errors are well within 
10% of measurement. At the time of maximum pressure differential, about 1.9 seconds, the 

calculated pressure differential is over predicted by less than 6%. The break room pressure is 
over predicted by less than 8% during this time (negative percentages represent over predictions).  

A~expr -AI'caic*10whrAPP-'nt ad 
pressure error % = * 100, where AAP = PP- Pntal, and, 

APexpr 

pressure differential error % dpexpr - dPcatc * 100, where dp = Pt603 - P17o8 

dPexpr 
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The calculated break room atmospheric composition during the blowdown is presented in Figure 
3-14, where the air mass percentage and quality of the atmosphere are plotted. The calculation 
shows that initially, during the first - 0.25 seconds, the atmosphere is single-phase. From about 
0.25 to 1 second, the atmospherie qhality decreases rapidly as blowdown water forms in the 
atmosphere. Before the maximum pressure differential (1603 to 1708) is reached, the break 
room atmosphere condition is calculated as a two-phase steam/water mixture having a quality of 
- 0.4. The quality stabilizes at - 0.4 in less than 2 seconds from the beginning of the blowdown.  
Calculated qualities reported here are based on an assumed 100% entrainment of liquid water.  

It is important to note that the flows exiting the break room at the time of maximum pressure 
differential are unchoked in the reference calculation. We ascertain the actual choking condition 
for the experiment by comparing an augmented "homogeneous frozen" model (HFM) for critical 
flow to the calculated vent flows for the reference calculation. The augmented model corrects 
the HFM to actual measured critical flow, as a function of upstream quality (refer to Figure A-2 
in Appendix A as the basis for the augmented HFM for ideal nozzles). Shown in Figure 3-15 is 
the correction function for two-phase ideal nozzle critical flow. (The function is constructed 
from Figure A-2, where a least-square fit of measured critical fluxes are divided by fluxes 
determined from HFM results.) From inspection of the pathways, we note that pathways are also 
non-ideal nozzles and that entrance flow into a pathway throat region will involve the non
isentropic expansion of gases, where the resulting critical flows will be reduced accordingly. To 
-estimate this reduction phenomena, we use the non-ideal correction factor given in Appendix A 
(Equation A-5).o The correction factors for various entrance loss coefficients Ki are plotted in 

Figure 3-16., Assuming that the corrections for 1) HFM to actual critical flow, and 2) non-ideal 
- nozzle effects are separable, the combined effect of both corrections is simply the product of 
each. For example, in the'case where the quality is 0.4 and the entrance loss coefficient is - 0.5 
(sharp-edge orifice), the combined correction factor applied to a HFM critical flow is 

) = DK * aug = 0.78*1.2= 0.94, 

where 0 K is the correction for non-isentropic expansion, and ),,,ug is the augmentation factor to 

correct the HFM-for actual critical flow. A comparison of pathway flow c6nnecting the break 
room and adjoining room,1708, and critical flow is shown in Figure 3-17..During the early 
single-phase flow, period, the flow through the pathway is very nearlychoked, htw&ver, after the 
flow transitions to two-phase, the pathway is clearly unchoked (i.e., the inertia flow is leýs than 
the critical flow). The critical flux calculation represented in Figure 3-17, appiies for both the 
single and two-phase portions of the V44 blowdown since the augmentation factor takes int6 
account both high and low quality flows. The qualities used in the critical flux"calciulation are 
those qualities obtained in th6 iefereficecalculation. Additionally, we note that the 'ferefice 
calculation is setup with a default critical flux-multiplier (i.e., vcontra or 4 = 1). Since we 
conclude that the flow exiting the break room is most probably unchoked in the experiment, our 
comparison between calculation and measurement reflects directly on the code's ability to model 
inertia flow for both single and two-phase mixtures.
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3.2.3 Sensitivity calculations

Heat and mass transfers.  

The reference calculation included forced convective condensation on all containment structures 

within three levels (1700 - 1900) above the break room, at the level of the break room (1600), 

and for two levels below (1400-1500). During the period 0.0 to 5 seconds, the assumed forced 

convective velocity was set to 48 m/s. This corresponds to approximately 25% of the break room 

pathway velocity as measured. In this sensitivity calculation, heat and mass transfer to structures 

is deactivated by including the keyword HT-TRAN, and setting all atmosphere to structure heat 

and mass transfer flags to the "off' setting. Shown in Figure 3-18 is a comparison of pressure 

differentials calculated for the reference case and for the case with no heat or mass transfer. Note 

that without heat and mass transfer modeled, there is an increase in the pressure differential, but 

the effect is minor. As shown in Figure 3-19, the percentage difference2 is less than 7% (negative 

% corresponds to an over prediction).  

Entrainment.  

For the reference calculation, it was assumed that a high level of turbulence in the break room 

and adjoining rooms entrains all liquid water injected or condensed. Additionally, with relatively 

low pressures in the containment, it is also assumed that there is no slip between the phases in the 

pathways. Because the fluid density is increased as liquid water is carried into the pathways, the 

pressure differentials are increased compared to a case where liquid water is assumed to dropout 

immediately after injection or formation. Shown in Figure 3-20 is a comparison of the effect of 

liquid water entrainment and transport through pathways. By not including liquid water 

entrainment (0% entrainment), the calculated pressure differential is reduced by about 40% at the 

maximum differential, as indicated in Figure 3-21.  

Two-phase loss coefficient.  

The specified loss coefficients for the HDR facility were based on single-phase fluid flow. As 

the fluid becomes a two-phase mixture, the loss coefficients will increase slightly - this effect is 

captured in the reference calculation. Unfortunately, the CONTAIN code does not include an 

input option for varying loss coefficients during the calculation. However, we have simulated 

this effect by using the variable pathway area option in the code, where the area is specified as a 

function of time using an input table. In the reference case, single-phase coefficients are 

increased by 35% (due to two-phase flow effects), meaning that the pathway areas are decreased 

by a factor /v -5 In the reference calculation, the transition from single to two-phase loss 

coefficients follows approximately the time variation in fluid quality, where the transition begins

APref - AP*100 
APref
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at about 0.25 seconds and is c6nipletely into two-phase flow at 0.75'seconds.- The pathways 
modified in this fashion are' only those connected to the break room. Had we assumed single
phase loss coefficients from break room to adjoining rooms, the pressure differential would be 
reduced compared to the reference cJilculation, as sh6wn in Figure 3-22. The effect of applying 
single-phase coefficients to a two-phase mixture flow is shown in Figure 3-23 to result in an 
-15% reduction in the maximum pressure differential compared to the reference calculation and 
measurement.  

Inertia term.  

The inertia term in the transient momentum equation is the term "A/L" parameter, where A is the 
pathway area and L is the effective pathway length. We have used a general rule to estimate the 

effective pathway length as L = 3F 7, where Vni is the volume minimum connected by a 

pathway. In this facility configuration, the break room has a volume of 280 in3, which is smaller 
or nearly the same volume as most of the adjoining rooms; therefore, the effective pathway 

length is - 6.5 meters ( I250). Variation of the break room inertia term by factors of five (i.e., 

'break room inertia term multiplied by five, or reduced by five) are the basis for the sensitivity 
calculations shown in Figure 3:24. We see that for the extreme case where the pathway length is 
-32 meters, the calculation does show a significant early time pressure differential increase that 
is not representative of measurements. On the other hand, reducing the pathway length by a 
factor of five, produces only a minor variation in pressure differentials compared to the reference 
calculation and the measurements.
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Table 3- 1. Listing of the experiments used for CONTAIN calculational comparisons.  

Exper. # Description Fluid Key Modeling 

El * Two compartment, vessel charging air single-phase (non-isentropic) choking 
test 

single-phase "quasi-static" flow 

E2** 33 compartment, blowdown test; air/steam/ single and two-phase inertia flow 
HDR V44 water 

E3** 33 compartment, blowdown test, 
HDR T31.5 

"• Air vessel charging test (from COMPARE code manual [4]) 
•* CONTAIN HDR test calculations (CONTAIN Assessment Rpt.)

I Table 3-2. Listing of CONTAIN code sensitivity calculations associated with the experiments.

Exper # Modeling/Parameter Sensitivity Comments

vena contracta (critical flux multiplier), 
VCONTRA; 
flow loss coefficient, Crc

choked flow, non-isentropic gas expansion; 
transition from choked to unchoked flow

structure heat and mass transfer (HT- conservative assumption related to heat and mass 

TRAN keyword), transfer, water entrainment during periods of high 

water entrainment (DROPOUT turbulence; two-phase flow coefficient, inertia term 

keyword); effects on pressure differential over prediction 
flow loss coefficient C,,; A/L terms 
for break compartment 

structure heat and mass transfer (HT- conservative assumption related to heat and mass 

TRAN keyword); water entrainment transfer; water entrainment during periods of low 

(DROPOUT keyword), critical flow turbulence, non-ideal pathway two-phase critical flow 

(vcontra) predictions
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Table 3-3 HDR facility [33 cell nodalization] 

Cell # Volume,-m 3  Elevation, m Rooms 

1 1893 -1.379 1201, 1202,1203, 1301, 1302, 1303, 1304, 1305, 
. .13071 1308,1311, 1317,1401,1403, 1404,-1405,

1406, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1420,1421 " 

2 655 7.354 1501, 1502, 1503, 1504, 1505,1506, 1507, 1512, 

1513 

3 295 7.640- 1508,1'511,1514 

4 280 15.1 1603 (break room) , 

5 192 12.38 1611 

6 303 . i.851 -- 602,4609, 1606, 

7 190 10.871 1604, 1607,1608, 1605

8 44 15.35 1701u 

9 64 21.85 1- 7 701o - .  

10 793 18.07 1704 

11 90 17.6 1708 

12 119 17.05 1707 

13 156 17.05 1702,1703,1706 

14 164 27.171 1803,1904,1905 

15 343 26.05 1801 

16 58 22.85 1805 

17 125 22.85 1802 

18 79 22.85 1804 

19 38 27.6 1902 

20 78 27.05 1901,1911 

21 71 27.6 1903 

22 61 7.65 1327
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Table 3-3 HDR facility [33 cell nodalization] cont.  

Cell # Volume, m3  Elevation, m Rooms 

23 40 12 1337 

24 83 1705 1347 

25 68 2285 1357 

26 82 27.05 1367 

27 947.98 34.35 11004* 

28 947.98 34.35 11004" 

29 216.3 34.35 11004"* 

30 216.3 41.35 11004* 

31 89062 41.35 11004* 

32 89062 41.35 11004* 

33 69019 46.85 11004* 
* divisions of open upper dome compartment
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Table 3-4 Flow paths from break compartment for HDR V44
Open# From To From To Area a* K C ,.- Comment 

Comp# Comp# Vol# Vol# 

110 1603 1704 4 10 0.37 0.55 3.31 1.65 pipe channel with weir sill incomrp. 1704 1 

133 1603 1708 4 11 0.43 0.65 2.37 1.18 upper part ofopening #162 

140 1603 1704 4 10 1.64 0.6 ., 2.78 1.39- opening situated in opening 143 

143 1603 1701u 4 8 3.02 0.7 2.04 1.02 opening in the upper part of break compartment 1603, crossed 
___ __ _ _ by break pipe 

145 1603 1701u 4 8 0.173 0.65, 2.37 1:18 channel parallel to opening #143 

163 1603 1606 4 6 1.104 0.7 2.04 J 1.02 zigzag passage with stairs and open lead-shielded door.  

165 1603 1605 4 7 0.19 0.7 2.04 1.02 wall opening and steel pipe 

176 1603 1704 4 10 0.238 0.9 1.23 0.62 instrutmented (DK) channel with rounded inlet 

1802 1603 1704 4 10 0.152 0.7 2.04 1.02 zigzag channel in ceiling of break compartment 1603 

183.1 1603 1704 4 1 0 0.183 0.7 2.04 1.02 rectangular opening 

183.3 1603 1704 4 10 - 0.01 065 2.37 1.18 five bore holes

discharge coefficient (determined by GRS - Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit, Germany [6].



Table 3-5 CONTAIN input modeling for the HDR V44 reference calculation.

* HDR V44 discharge coefficients for the facility determined by GRS (Gesellschaft fur 

Reaktorsicherheit, Germany [6])
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Model Area/phenomena CONTAIN model/parameter(s) Comments 

Liquid water entrainment Default (liquid water suspended, Liquid water condensed in the atmosphere 
100% entrainment and transport). remains suspended and is transported with 

no slip.  

Heat and mass transfer Force convective condensation, A forced velocity profile is specified for 
compartments within three levels above and 
two levels below the break room level; 
velocity profile estimated based on a fraction 
of vent flow velocities - 48 m/s. Measured 
vent flow for the break room is 300 m/s.  

Pathway pressure losses Loss coefficients from break The transition of the loss coefficient occurs 
room are single phase as from 0.25 seconds to 0 75 seconds. Since 
specified by GRS* for early the CONTAIN code does not include an 
single phase atmospheric explicit method for varying CFC with time, a 
condition, transition to a two- pseudo-CFC transition is accomplished by 
phase loss coefficient (1.35 * varying the break room pathway areas as a 
single-phase coefficient) as function of time. The method is discussed in 
atmospheric quality increases the sensitivity subsection.  
from I to 0 4; default vena 
contracta (vcontra = 1).  

Inertia term Transient momentum term "A/L', Guideline for the reference calculation is to 
where A is pathway area and L is use an effective pathway length equal to the 
the pathway effective length. numnimum volume characteristic length 

3(v- ). The sensitivity calculation varies 

the inertia term for the break room by factors 
of five.



Vol #1

-3 3 4.916"* 10 m

Vol #2 

6 
1.0* 10 m 3 

A =7.9173 * 1O6 m2

Sketch of the compartment configuration for the air vessel 
charging test (Exercise El).
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Air charging vessel pressure profile for Exercise El. The reference 
calculation is based on a critical flux multiplier, vcontra = 0.78, that 

corrects for non-isentropic expansion of air into the pathway throat 
region during choking.
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Comparison of calculated and measured pressure profile for Exercise 

El, where the sensitivity pressure to pathway total loss coefficient is 

evident during the unchoked portion of the charging period. The 

reference calculation is based on a specified loss coefficient Cc = 

0.65.
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Figure 3-5 Critical and inertia flows for ExerciseEl, where the total loss coefficient 
CFc = 1.3 - twice the reference loss coefficient.
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HDR test facility showing the breakroom 1603 for 
test V44; the breakroom 1704 was used for test 
T31.5.
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1201, 1202. 1203. 1301, 
1102. 1303, 1304. 1305, 
1307. 1300, 1311, 1317 

1401. 1403, 1404. 1405. 1400 
1405. 1409,-1410, 1420,-1421

CONTAIN nodalization of the HDR facility for V44.
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Figure 3-8 Drawing showing the instrumentation for pressure and pressure 
differential for the HDR V44 break room and adjoining room 1708 [9].  
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Figure 3-11 Break room pressure for the HDR V44 blowdown test.
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Figure 3-12 Pressure differential between the break room (1603) and adjoining 
room (1708) for HDR V44 blowdown test.
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Figure 3-13 CONTAIN calculation errors for pressure and pressure differential 
for HDR V44 blowdown test.
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Figure 3-14 CONTAIN calculated break room atmosphere composition for HDR 

V44 blowdown test.
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Figure 3-15 Augmentation factor to correct a two-phase steam/water HFM critical 
flow to actual measurements.
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Figure 3-16 Correction factor for adjusting ideal nozzle critical flow for non-isentropic 

entrance expansion.
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Figure 3-17 Estimated critical and pathway flow for the HDR V44 blowdown 
test, showing that the flow calculated with the reference case is not choked 
when compared to a best-estimate calculation for critical flow during both the 
single and two-phase portion of the blowdown transient.
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Figure 3-18 Effect of forced convective heat and mass transfer on the 
CONTAIN calculated pressure differential (1603 to 1708).
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Figure 3-19 Percentage difference in calculated pressure differential (1603 to 
1708) when excluding forced convective heat and mass transfer for HDR V44 
blowdown test.
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Figure 3-20 The reducing effect of excluding liquid water entrainment in the 
calculation of pressure differential (1603 to 1708) for HDR V44 blowdown 
test.
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Figure 3-21 Percentage difference in calculated pressure differential (1603 to 1708) 
when excluding liquid water entrainment in the calculation for HDR V44 

blowdown test.
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Figure 3-22 The reducing effect in the calculation of pressure differential (1603 to 

1708) for HDR V44 blowdown test when single-phase loss coefficients (fixed) are 
used for break room pathways.
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Figure 3-23 Percentage difference in calculated pressure differential (1603 to 

1708) when single-phase loss coefficients are used for the break room pathways 
for HDR V44 blowdown test.
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Figure 3-24 Sensitivity of calculated pressure differentials to variations in the 
inertia term (A/L) for the break room pathways, HDR V44 blowdown test.
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3.3 HDR T31.5 blowdown exp'eriment -

3.3.1 Test 'description and CONTAIN model 

Experiment T31.5 is an experiment that is similar to the previous HDR V44 test in terms -of the 
blowdown source, as indicated in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. However, the injection is in a room, 
room #1704, that is approximately three times the volume of the V44 break room #1603. Figure 
3-25 is a sketch of the facility showing the blowdown room #1704 and the injection piping.  

'Although the blowdown rooms are different, the total pathway area from the break room to 
adjoining rooms is similar for each experiment. Table 3-6 provides a listing of the pathways 
connecting the blowdown room #1704 with adjoining rooms. Two pathways are of special 
interest, #92 and #176. Pathway #92 is a doorway that connects room #1704 with room #1707.  
This pathway is shown in Figure 3-26 as a door and stairs located near the 90 degree azimuth. A 
pressure differential transducer CP7415 provides a nieasurement of the pressure differential 
between these rooms; its location is shown in the figure. Pathway #176 is a vertical vent that 
connects room #1704 with room #1603 located directly below room 1704. Figure 3-27 shows 
this pathway connection, which is labeled "2. DK". Pressure transducer CP6303 is used for the 
pressure differential measurement for this pathway.  

Shown in Figure 3-28 is a comparison of the measured pressure differentials for both V44 and 
T31.5 experiments. The pressure differentials measured with the larger break room are 
significantly reduced. In addition, the signature of the differential profiles for each test'are 
noticeably different. For test V44, the second maximum in the pressure differential is much 
larger than the first peak, and as discussed above, this is attributed to 1) liquid water entrainment 
in the pathway, and 2) an increase in single-phase loss coefficients due to a large amount of 
.liquid suspended in the flow. This high rate of entrainment 'was the result of a high degree of 
turbulence created in the break room during the blowdow n.' An indicaior of the degree of 
turbulence is the volumetric rate of energy addition to the break roo`n from the blowdown 
source.3 Figure 3-29 shows a comparison of the rates of eniergy'additidns to the break rooms in 
tests V44 and T31.5. The reduced level of volumetric turbulence in test T3 1.5 is' atternded by a 
reduction in the amount of liquid water entrainment. It is suggested from the measurements that 
this reduction is responsible for the difference in the pressure differential profiles.- This of course 
is a significant hypothesis, because when confirmed by calculatiohs'it provides a method by 
which entrainment may be approximately correlated.  

An interesting observation with respect to the differential profiles plotted foii test T3 15 is the 

degree of variation in the differential pressures for the two flow paths during the period of initial 
pressurization when the exit flows tre single-phase flowws• We-note that the total pathway area 
connecting the break room wiith adjoining rooms #1707 and #1,603 are approximately'equal at 1.5 

3 3 Volumetric rates for energy addition have been used in blowdown experiments as'a 

measure of turbulence in order to correlate turbulent, forced convective condensation; for' 

instance, see Reference 10 for the implementation of the Tagami correlation. '
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in 2 . Furthermore, from Table 3-6, the loss coefficients between these connections are specified 

with different values, and these loss coefficients support the measured and calculated trend 

observed for the variation in pressure differentials. This distinction between pathway loss 

coefficients (independently specified) and pressure differentials provides some confirmation of 

the procedure for determining large area loss coefficients in a reactor containment. The 
procedure is a direct application of standard practices for determining orifice and channel loss 

coefficients as presented in many fluid flow textbooks, which is also a "static" methodology for 
determining pressure loss. For-example, pathway #176 is described as a channel with rounded 

inlet, which by inspection we notice is either a sharp-edge or reentrant pathway into room #1603.  

The exit loss coefficient for this pathway is known to be K1, = 1, and the rounded inlet suggests an 

inlet loss coefficient Ki < 05. The specified combined loss coefficient, Ki + K0 = 1.23 for this 

pathway is clearly consistent with the pathway description and textbook method for determining 

loss coefficients: Similarly, the more complicated pathway #92, as a zigzag passage with stairs 

and a door, also appears to be reasonably characterized by a total loss coefficient of - 2.  

The CONTAIN model for this test is also similar to the previous test; key model and parameter 

inputs are summarized in Table 3-7. A 33 compartment model, shown in Figure 3-7 is used to 

describe the various rooms and pathway connections, and a force convective velocity of 48 m/s is 
specified for levels 1500 to 1900. Due to the reduced volumetric turbulence, the best estimate 

calculation is made assuming no liquid water entrainment. The break room loss coefficients, 

Cc , are based on the discharge coefficients determined by the HDR project, Table 3-6.  

3.3.2 CONTAIN results for the HDR T31.5 experiment 

Shown in Figure 3-30 is a comparison of the measured and calculated break room pressure for 

test T31.5. A compariso•n of pressure-differentials for paths #92 (CP7415) and #176 (CP6303), 

connecting the break to ii with" adjoining rooms #1707 and #1603, are shown in Figure 3-31.  

We see that the break room pressure prediction compares very well with the data, and that the 

maximum pressure differentials for the two adjoining rooms are also predicted with very good 

accuracy (within 10% of the measurements at the time of maxim'um pressure differential). The 

maximum pressure differentials are calculated to occur early in the transient when the flow 

exiting the break room is single-phase whether entrainment is assumed to be 0% or 100%. We 

note that the measured and calculated relative differentials for the two adjoining rooms are 

consistent with the HDR specification for flow path discharge coefficients (i.e., the input 

CONTAIN coefficients are not adjusted to match the measured pressure differentials).  

The under prediction of the pressure differentials later in the transient, during a time when we 

could expect some two-phase flow, apparently reflects on'the assumption that there is no 

entrainment of liquid water in the break room and transport through the pathways. Clearly, the 

degree of entrainment is not 0% but some higher value at these later times. Unfortunately, a 

parametric study of entrainment in the CONTAIN code is limited to either all or none when it 

comes to entrainment of liquid water. The sensitivity of entrainment is discussed further in the 

following subsection. What is important from these comparisons with data is that 1) the
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maximum pressure differentials ar6 predicted without entrainmeht, and 2) that the general trends 
of late time reduced pressure differentials are approximately represented in the calculations.  

A standalone calculation using the CONTAIN critical flux model - in this case for single-phase 
flow - shows that the flow paths are not choked during the experiment. The calculation corrects 
for the critical flux reduction due to inlet losses., Two figures are shown for the critical flow, 
modeling; these'plots are differentiated by inlet loss coefficients that vary from 0.2 to 0.5. The 

'inlet losses are estimated based on an inspection of the pathways and the tabulation of total loss 
coefficients listed in Table 3-6. Figure 3-32 shows the comparison of critical and inertia mass 
flux for pathway #92, where the inlet loss coefficient Ki = 05 and the critical flux multiplier is 

0.78. We see from'this figure that the 6xit flow is very close to choking at the time of maximum 

pressure differential. In the same manner we observe'that pathway #176 is also close to choking 

at the time of maximum pressure differential, as shown in Figure 3-33. Pathway #176, because 
of the rotinded inlet, has an inlet loss 'coefficient of Ki ='0.23, and a critical flux multiplier of 

0.895. Because the exit flows are unchoked, flows are computed based on the code 
implementation of the transient momentum equation, and the good comparisons of pressure 
differentials with data is confirmatiofi of the adequacy of the inertia flow modelinIg in the code.  

3.3.3 Sensitivity, calculations" 

Heat and mass transfer.  

The reference calculation included forced convective condensation on all containment structures 

within two levels (1800 - 1900) above the break room, at the level of the break room (1700), and 

for two levels below (1500-1600). During the period 0.0 to 5 secofids, the assumed forced r 

convective velocity was set to 48 m/s. This corresponds to approximate pathway flows for these 

levels - somewhat higher for the lower and upper levels, and lower for the level of the break. In 

this sensitivity calculation, heat and mass transfer to structures is deactivated by including the 

keyword HT-TRAN, and setting all atmosphere to structure heat and mass transfer.flags to the 
"off' setting. Shown in Figure 3-34 is a comparison of the pressure differentials calculated for 

the reference case and the case with no heat or mass transfer. We see that without heat and mass 

transfer modeled there is an increase in the pressure differential, but the effect is minor. As 

shown in Figure 3-35, the percentage difference4 is less than 7%.(negative % corresponds to an 

over prediction). .  

Entrainment.  

For the reference calculation, we chose to dropout suspended liquid water in the containment 

atmosphere due to the reduced level of turbulence generated in the larger break room, compared
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to the previous V44 experiment. As indicated above, this choice for entrainment represents the 
best estimate calculation, producing an accurate prediction of maximum pressure differential. If 
we assume 100% entrainment, the maximum pressure differential would be significantly over 
predicted, as shown in Figure 3-36 for the pressure differential between the break room and room 
#1603. The reference calculation predicts a maximum pressure differential at - 0.4 seconds 
(which agrees with measurement) while the sensitivity case with-100% entrainment shows a 
substantial time delay in the maximum pressure differential of approximately 2.4 seconds.  
compared with the measurement. The percentage difference for the pressure differential (#1704 
#1603) between the reference and sensitivity calculation is shown in Figure 3-37.  

The comparison of these two calculations points out that 1) the early pressure differential that 
occurs at - 0.4 seconds and predicted to be identical in both calculations confirms that this peak 
is derived for single-phase exit flows from the break room, and 2) that a significant reduction of 
liquid entrainment must have occurred in this experiment, otherwise the maximum pressure 
differential would have been substantially delayed and approximately 24% higher than measured.  

Because we have evidence of a substantial reduction in liquid water entrainment with this 
experiment in comparison to the V44 test, a rough correlation of entrainment with injection 

energy Enject can be formulated,5 based on the HDR blowdown tests considered here, is as 

follows: 

Einject IOMW I m3 assume 100% entrainment; 

•niect < 5MW / m3 assume 0% entrainment.  

Critical Flow.  

The reference calculation was run with the default critical flux multiplier, that is, with a 
multiplier equal to 1. From Figures 3-32 and 3-33 we noted that at the time of maximum 
pressure differential, the break room exit flows for pathways #92 and #176 were very nearly 
choked. Our validation 6f a single-phase correction factor for non-isentropic critical flow in 
Section 3.1 provided guidance on the selection of correction factors applied for each pathway in 

the estimation of critical flows for Figures 3-32 and 3-33. In the case of pathway #176, we. had a 

good estimate for the pathway inlet loss coefficient based on the simple type of flow path and the 
HDR specification for total loss coefficient for the pathway. In a similar, yet less precise 
approach, we estimated the inlet loss coefficient for pathway #92. A comparison of the critical 

flows for each pathway is shown in Figure 3-38. The correlation of critical and inertia flows 
(calculated in the reference case) suggests that the single-phase critical flow model in the 
CONTAIN code is appropriate for 0% entrainment conditions.  

SEjec is the volumetric energy rate based on the break room volume.
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We however may have chosen to apply a critical flux multiplier other than the default. As an 
example, we could have applied a multiplier ( = 0.7 for all pathways connecting to the break 
room. Such a choice represents a conservative approach ti estimirating break room critical flows, 
as indicated in Appendix A. However, this multiplier selection is not consistent with the break 
room single-phase condition, or the characteristics of at least some pathway inlets (e.g., 
K1 = 023 for pathway #176). In any case,'had we applied such a selection for critical flow 

multipliers, the pressure differentials would have been predicted somewhat higher, and in 
disagreement with measurement, as shown in the sensitivity case presented in Figure 3-39. The 
pressure differential errors for the reference case with D = 1 arnd the sensitivity case with ( D 0.7 
are shown in Table 3-8.  

-1
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Table 3-6 Flow paths from break compartment for HDR T311.5 

Open# From To From To Area a* K CFC Comment 
Comp# Comp# Vol# Vol# m0 

92 1704 1707 10 12 1.5 0.7 2.04 1.02 zigzag passage with stairs (lateral edges rounded) and 
instrumented door 

96 1704 1804 10 18 0.43 0.9 1.23 0.62 instrumented (DK) channel with rounded inlet 

98 1704 1804 10 18 0.02 0.6 2.78 1.39 bore with measuring cables 

100 1704 1904 10 14 0.015 0.6 2.78 1.39 bore 

102 1704 1701o 10 9 1.62 0.75 1.78 0.89 opening in biological shield 

103 1704 1805 10 16 0.088 0.6 2.78 1.39 two bores close to opening #102 

109 1704 1903 10 21 0.31 0.7 2.04 1.02 ventilation duct leading from R1704 via two elbows to R1903 
and to main ventilation duct 

140 1704 1603 10 4 1.26 0.8 1.56 0.78 opening situated in opening # 143 

176 1704 1603 10 4 0.236 0.9 1.23 0.62 instrumented (DK) channel with rounded inlet 

180.2 1704 1603 10 4 0.152 0.7 2.04 1.02 zigzag channel in ceiling of R1603 

227 1704 1805 10 16 0.08 0.65 2.37 1.18 pipe channel, insulating material partially squeezed 

228 1704 1804 10 18 0.0015 0.7 2.04 1.02 3 lead-in holes for drives

* discharge coefficient (determined by GRS - Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit, Germany [6].



Table 3-7 CONTAIN input modeling for the HDR T31.5 reference calculation.
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Model Area/phenomena CONTAIN model/parameter(s) Comments 

Liquid water entrainment 0% liquid water entrainment. Liquid water condensed in the atmosphere is 
keyword DROPOUT - removed from atmosphere, no water 

carryover 

Heat and mass transfer Force convective condensation A forced velocity profile is specified for 
compartments within two levels above and 

"-~ two levels below the break room level; 
velocity profile'estimated based on fractions 
of the vent flow velocities calculated at 
various levels - 48 m/s.  

Pathway pressure losses Loss coefficients from break See Table 3.6 for the discharge a and 
room are sin le phase as CONTAIN loss coefficients CFC, where 
specified by GRS, all other 2 
pathway loss coefficients C,ý are CFC = 1/ 2a 

Inertia term Transient momentum term "A/L", Guideline for the reference calculation is to 
where A is pathway area and Lis use an effective pathway length equal to the 
the pathway effective length.' minimum volume characteristic length 

-"" (i3 'mi;n ). Pathway lengths for the break 

room 66nnectidns are based on break room 

volume, i.e.,



Table 3-8 Comparison of break room to adjoining room maximum pressure differentials for various critical flow multipliers.  

Measurement/Calculation Time for AP, seconds APmax 'bar AP error, % 

tiPxp - AP 
A~p' 

Pathway #92 Pathway #176 Pathway #92 Pathway #176 Pathway #92 Pathway #176 
CP7412 CP6303 CP7412 CP6303 CP7412 CP6303 

[1704- 17071 [1704- 1603] [1704 - 1707] [1704-1603] [1704 - 1707] [1704 - 1603] 

Experiment T31.5 0.39 0.37 0.4614 0.3399 -

Reference caic. ((D = 1) 0.4 0.4 0.4612 0.3608 0.04 -6.1 

Sensitivity calc. (0 = 0.7) 0.5 0.4 0.5090 0.4130 -10.3 -21.5
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Figure 3-25 HDR test facility, configured for tesi T31.5 with break room #1704 shown [8].
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Figure 3-26 Cross-section of the 1700 level showing pathway #92 at the 90 degree 
azimuth, connecting rooms #1704 and #1707. The pressure transducer CP7415 

measures the pressure differential for these connecting rooms [8].
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Figure 3-27 Vertical elevation of the HDR facility showing the break room #1704 
and connected room # 1603. Pathway #176 is labeled "2 DK" in the figure. The 
pressure transducer used to measure the pressure differential for these rooms is 
CP6303 [8].
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Figure 3-28 Comparison of measured break room to adjoining room pressure 
differentials for the HDR V44 and T31.5 tests.
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Figure 3-29 Comparison of injection energy rates for HDR V44 and T31.5 tests.
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Figure 3-30 Comparison of measured and CONTAIN calculated break room pressure 
for HDR T31.5 test.
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Figure 3-31 Comparison of measured and CONTAIN calculated pressure 
differentials for the break room connection to rooms #1603 (pathway #176) and 
#1707 (pathway #92).
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Figure 3-32 Comparison of the CONTAIN calculated pathway #92 mass flux 

(inertia) with two estimates for single-phase critical flow.
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Figure 3-33 Comparison of the CONTAiN calculated pathway #176 mass flux

Figure 3-33 Comparison of the CONTAIN calculated pathway #176 mass flux 
"(inertia) with two estimates for single-phase critical flow.
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Figure 3-34 Comparison of CONTAIN calculated pressure differential for rooms 
#1704 - #1603, showing the effect of heat and mass transfer modeling.
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Figure 3-35,Percentage difference for pressure differential prediction 
between the CONTAIN reference calculation and sensitivity calculation 
that has no heat and mass itansfer. The connecting rooms represented by 
ihis plot are #1704 ý'#1603.
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Figure 3-36 Comparison of pressure differential (#1704 - #1603) calculated 
with the CONTAIN reference input and input where all liquid water condensed 
in the atmosphere is retained and transported with no slip between phases.
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Figure 3-37 Percentage difference in pressure differential (#1704 - #1603) 
between the CONTAIN reference calculation and, sensitivity calculation where 
100% liquid water entrainment is assumed.' Negative percenitages indicate 
over prediction compared to the reference calculation.
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Figure 3-38 Comparison of single-phase critical flows for two pathways 

connected to bre'ak room #1704. Each pathway is characterized by different inlet 

loss coefficients, and as a result the non-isentropic critical flux correction factor (D 
varies between the pathways and causes the critical fluxes to vary.
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Figure 3-39 Comparison of measured and CONTAIN calculated pressure 
differentials for the break room #1704 and adjoining rooms #1707 and #1603. The 
CONTAIN pathways connected to the break room are modeled with a critical flux 
multiplier set to 0.7.
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4 Qualification 

In the previous two chapters we have provided examples of 1) how the CONTAIN code can be 
utilized in a traditional fashion to reproduce calculations made with the COMPARE 
subcoinpartment code, and 2) how the code can be used to itrialyze experiments, where validation 
of subcompartment nmodeling is a focus., Tables 4-1 and 4-2 summarize some of the specific 
outcomes from these chapters, where we are led to conclude that the CONTAIN code is qualified 
for'auditing subcompartmefnt calculations. This-conclusion is based on the good agreement that 
has been shown relating to traditional analyses and to those analyses of experiments that confirm 
or validate key code models required for subcompartment analyses.  

We have also presented a critique of recommended modeling approaches where there are issues 
raised that involve conservative assessments of short-term'pressures and pressure differentials.  
In this effort, we have reflected on the guidance provided in the NRC's Standard Review Plan for 
auditing subcompartment calculations. This guidance suggest that conservative assessments of 
subcompartment pressures' and pressure differentials may be reached through 1) full (100%) 
liquid water en'trainment,'and'2) critical flow models that feature either a prescribed "Moody * 

0.6" rule or a homogeneous equilibrium model. An investigation of entrainment for a variety of 
wet blowdrwh injections into break rooms 'of varying sizes has indicated that entrainment (full 
versus none) may be'correlated with injected volumetric energy rates.- Through a review of the 
CONTAIN calculations for these tests, we have ascertained when a full entrainment model is 
conservative, 'and when it rather represents closer to a best estimate model. ,-

In the case of critical flow modeling, a critical review of the traditional methods of analyses has 
shown that the "Moody * 0.6" rule or the reliance on a homogeneous equilibrium model gives a 
conservative prediction for critical flow only in the case where the pathway inlet pressure losses 
are reversible. In the case where the inlet flows are non-isentropic (most containment pathways), 
the suggested procedures for obtaining conservative estimates of critical flows are insufficient for 
assuring a'conservative critical mass flux computation.: 

The modeling recommendations'are presented in Tables 4-3 and 4-4, and follow.the intent of the 
NRC's guidance for performing conservative assessments of subcompartment pressures and 
pressure differentials: 'Tables 4-5 and 4-6 address specific input preparation guidance for the 
CONTAIN code modeling input. The table entries provide a suimimary account for these inputs, 
and the code input listings in-Appendix B provide a more detailed description of the inputsin a 
form required by the CONTAIN code. Guidance provided for both modeling recommendations 
and input preparation presupposes that the user is familiar with key input sections of the 
CONTAIN code amial." - ' - , 

Modeling recommendations ' 

Model recommendation for PWR large dry and ice cofidenser containments are explicitly 
addressed in Tables 4-3 and 4-4. Guidance for BWR subcompartment analyses follows from the 
PWR large dry model recommendations. These recommendations are intended to provide
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conservative estimates of maximum short-term pressure and subcompartment pressure 

differentials during postulated high-energy line breaks (e.g., LOCAs and MSLBs). Model 

recommendations are demonstrated for selected subcompartment analyses that are discussed in 

Chapter 3, showing how CONTAIN calculations with the recommended modeling choices 

compare to test measurements. Also, these comparisons qualitatively reflect safety margins that 

can be expected from using these recommendations when applied to similar containment 

geometries and blowdown injection rates. Additionally, demonstration calculations are included 

for two plant cases, where in the first case an estimated margin of conservatism is determined, 

and in the second case a margin of difference is determined based on CONTAIN and a licensee's 

reported pressure differential.  

4.1.1 Demonstration calculations for selected experiments 

There are two key phenomenon that we focus on for establishing conservative subcompartment 

analyses: the first is liquid water entrainment and transport through pathways, and the second is a 

process of form or frictional losses in pathways. As we have seen in the experimental 

comparisons, entrainment is dependent on the level of turbulence generated in the break room, as 

indicated by the injected volumetric energy rates. Additionally, pathway loss coefficients can 

also be affected somewhat by the degree of entrainment which tends to increase single-phase 

coefficients as a consequence of two-phase flows. In providing a simple yet comprehensive set 

of recommendations for audit calculations, we have continued with a long accepted 

recommendation, provided in the NRC's SRP, to assume full liquid water entrainment in audit 

calculations. In addition, recognizing the connection between entrainment and pathway loss 

coefficients, we have also recommended that coefficients (for pathways exiting the break room, 

specifically) be increased in order to establish a margin of conservatism in the calculations. A 

variation on the amount of coefficient increase is suggested depending on the degree of 

entrainment expected from the injection. For time averaged injection energy rates greater than 8 

MW/m3 , single-phase coefficients are increase by 50%, and for rates below 8 MW/m3, the 

increase is relaxed to a 10% increase. The reduction in the percentage increase for the 

coefficients is justified for the lower injection rates because an assumed full entrainment is 

viewed as sufficiently conservative and in these cases a 50% increase in the coefficients is not 

warranted. The user should be cautioned that a simple recommendation such as this has some 

weakness, specifically when the case considered has an injection energy rate that is near the 

transition limit. For these cases, a recommendation for varying loss coefficients between 10 to 

50% could be justified.  

To assess conservatism, it is suggested that a user perform best estimate calculations in addition 

to the conservative audit calculations. These calculations should follow the general approach for 

the reference case input modeling discussed in Chapter 3. We may assess the actual margin of 

conservatism in certain limiting cases, that is, when the injections lead to either high or low 

turbulent entrainment of liquid water. Below, we have noted three ranges of turbulence levels in 

the break rooms for the prototypical blowdown experiments. As injection energy rates are 

reduced, the amount of conservatism generally increase when a full entrainment model is 

assumed.
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High turbulence.

Shown in Figure 4-1 is-a plot of the blowdown volumetric energy rate injected into the HDR.  
break room for test V44. 'This injection is considered to have a high turbulence level and we 
therefore increased the break room single-phase loss coefficients, given in Table 3-4, by 50%.  
The pressure differential for the break room to adjoining room #1708,is shown in Figure 4-2 with 
the actual margin of conservatism.  

Moderate turbulence.  

For a case with moderate turbulence in the break room caused by the injection, we consider the 
Waltz Mill Test A, aid the pressure differential prediction'across the divider deck. The 
blowdown volumetric energy rate for this test is shown in Figure 4-3:. Since the rate is below 8 
MW/m 3, we increased the loss coefficients by 10%. Because we are concerned with the pressure 
differential across the lower to upper compartments, in the 10-cell nodalization scheme, we 
increased the loss coefficients for all connecting paths that lead from the break room to the upper 
compartment. Shown in Figure 4-4 is the calculated pressure differential obtained by following 
the rerommendations for performing audit calculations. The actual margin of conservatism for 
this calculation is indicated in the figure.' 

Low turbulence.  

Blowdown test T31.5 in the HDR facility represents'a case where the break room injection is 
characterized as a low level of turbulent injectionas shown in Figure 4-5; For this test, we' 
increased the single-phase loss coefficient by 10%.' Shown in Figure 4-6 is the pressure 
differential calculated between the break room'and theiadjoining room #1707. The actual margin 
of conservatism is shown to be significant for this case if we focus on the entire period where the 
differentials are calculated, that is, When the upstreamnq'tiality reduces sufficiently to-where we 
are calculated to bein a two-phase flow period. However, if we instead consider only the time at 
which the measured differential'reaches a-maximum, during the single-phase exit flow period, 
the margin of conservatism is shown to be'reduced.  

4.1.2 Demonstration-calculations for plants 

We can, in some limiting cases, apply our audit recommendations to a sample plant 
subcompartment analyses, and also, estimate the margin of conservatism based on a comparison 
of the audit to a best estimate calculation. Our ability to provide a best estimate calculation is 
dependent to a large measure on whether we perceive that the injection rate is in a region of high 
or low turbulence..In the-case of high turbulence,'we could expect 100% entrainment, we may 
apply our code models in the fashion presented in Chapter 3 for the HDR V44 test. In the other 
extreme, that is, for low tuirbulence wherether'e is no appreciable entrainment, we would a, 
approach a best estimate calculation without entrainmenit modeling (keyword DROPOUT). The 
murky area for best'estimate calculations is when the turbulence is in the moderate region where 
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entrainment is only partial. For this situation, we do not have a model in the code to provide best 

estimate predictions. This is a limitation on both code modeling (only 0% and 100% entrainment 
is available) and within the current database that would improve our ability to correlate 
entrainment amounts. Here we 1) demonstrate how estimated conservative margins are 
determined for a limiting turbulent case, and 2) how our methods for providing conservative 
pressure differentials may compare to approaches previously documented by licensees. In the 

following subsections we show CONTAIN results for two plant calculations. The first 
calculation is described in Chapter 2 as calculation C3. That calculation was taken from the 

Grand Gulf FSAR, and represents a two-phase blowdown into a heat exchanger room. In the 

second calculation we select the Watts Bar ice condenser FSAR to provide us with a calculated 

maximum pressure loading on the containment divider following a two-phase blowdown into the 

lower compartment of the plant. The description of this LOCA and CONTAIN code modeling 
can be found in the CONTAIN PWR qualification report, Chapter 4.  

Grand Gulf.  

Shown in Figure 4-7 is the injected volumetric energy rate for the heat exchanger room from a 
postulated break in a reactor water clean-up line. We note that the turbulence level in the break 
room is low, and therefore insufficient to sustain a significant amount of liquid water 

entrainment. Our best estimate calculation would assume single-phase loss coefficients (as 

specified in the COMPARE input) with no entrainment. Shown in Figure 4-8 is the audit 

calculation performed with COMPARE code, the CONTAIN code audit and best estimate 

calculation. The calculations are for the pressure difference between the break room and the 

primary containment. The estimated margin of conservatism is indicated as the difference 

between the maximum calculated pressure differentials for the CONTAIN audit and best 

estimate results. [In the Grand Gulf FSAR, the licensee estimated a maximum pressure 

differential for this scenario to be 0.24 bar, which is essentially equal to the maximum predicted 

in the COMPARE audit calculation.]. Following our recommendations for performing 
conservative pressure differential calculations, we predict that the maximum pressure differential 

is 0.257 bar. The higher CONTAIN, audit prediction, above both the COMPARE audit and 

licensees results, is due mainly to our requirement to increase the single-phase loss coefficient by 

10%. In this case, we can provide a best estimate calculation by 1) using the single-phase loss 

coefficients as reported, and 2) eliminating liquid water entrainment. We see that the estimated 

margin of conservatism for this scenario is approximately 0.1 bar, or about 65% above the best 

estimate for maximum pressure differential.  

Watts Bar.  

Shown in Figure 4-9 is the injected volumetric energy rate for the open region of the lower 

compartment in the Watts Bar plant where the postulated cold leg pipe break is located. The 

injection rate indicates that the turbulence level is in the moderate region for entrainment. The 

rate is at a level where we recommend a single-phase loss coefficient increase of 10%, in 

addition to full entrainment modeling. In this case, we can not provide a best estimate 

calculation to determine the margin of conservatism, but we can show the margin of difference 
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between our predicted maximum pressure differential (across the divider deck) and the licensee's 
result. This margin is shown in Figure 4-10. Because we have had the opportunity to compare 
CONTAIN ice condenser modeling to data from the full-scale Waltz Mill testing program, we 
have a high level of confidence in our conservative predictions. An estimate of the degree of 

conservatism, however, based on code predictions is not possible due the partial degree of 
entrainment indicated by the'energy injection rate, and our inability to perform a best estimate 
calculation for partial entrainment. 

4.2 Input preparation 

Our guidance on input preparation for subcompartment analyses builds on the input preparation 
developed in the CONTAIN PWR qualification report. The focus here on subcompartment 

analyses concerns twoimportant modeling areas: pathway pressure losses during inertia flow and 

losses during critical flow. Other modeling parameters generally require less attention for 
providing guidance. For instance, as noted in the subcompartment modeling recommendations, 
we setup our input without heat sinks, and we use the default option for liquid water entrainment 

ini the CONTAIN FLOWS input block. In these two areas we are invoking the conservative 
adjustment of 1) negle&ing heat and mass transfer, and 2) including suspended liquid water in 

pathway flows '(i.e., the pathway fluid density is increased). We have also considered inertia 

terms estimates in our s6hsitivity exercises, observing the type of pressure differential response 

that follows when these terms "A/L" are outside of reasonably physical bounds (resulting in 

oscillations, or early'pressure rise sensitivity). In general, these terms will be'adequately 

determined for subcormpartment analyses when based on meaningful physical specification (vent 

lengths for long ventilation paths or upstream cell characteristic lengths for orifices type, 

pathways or duct cells such as used in ice bed modeling).  

Although 'our guidance here is mainly for conservative modeling, we often require some 

knowledge of the margin of conservatism. For such cases, we either need near full-scale 

prototypical testing (Waltz Mill or HDR facility) or we have to rely on'our abilities to perform 

best estimate calculations.- In many cases, we see that the CONTAIN code provides enough 
modeling flexibility through its mechanistic models to allow us to make best estimate - _ 
calculations, and therefore provides us with a tool to determine margins'of conservatism. This 

has been demonstrated, for example, in the case of the Grand Gulf heat exchanger room 

calculation. In other cases where best estimate calculations are not possible due to a lack of 

knowledge of key paraineter(s) or lack of models (e.g., partial entrainment), we will often rely on 

sensitivity ekercises to-deterriine a reasonable range where the actual pressures or differentials 

are expected. -Therefore, our overall guidance with respect to subcompartment analyses includes 

1) conservative rm6deling,'2) best estimate modeling, and 3) sensitivity exercises., All three' 

"efforts have beeri'd&n- onstrated in'Chapters 2 through 4. 

Presented in Tabies"'4-5 and 4-6 are-CONTAIN input guidance for preparing decks to use in 

subcompartment analyses for PWR large dry and ice condenser containments, respectively.  

Subcompartment analysis of BWR containments should follow the recommendations outlined for 

large dry containments. The guidance presented in these tables are a reflection of the
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conservative intent of the NRC's Standard Review Plan for performing subcompartment audit 
calculations. Some of the details for input formatting can be obtained from review of the 
reference decks listed in Appendix B. In the following subsections we discuss suggested steps 
for preparing CONTAIN audit calculations. Clearly, every analysis will have its peculiarities, 
therefore admittedly, the steps are discussed from a generic perspective. The discussion is 
intended to give a user insight as to the reasons behind the suggested key parameter inputs (e.g., 
VCFC and VCONTRA).  

4.2.1 Characterizing the injection.  

As noted in Chapter 3, subcompartment phenomena is very dependent on the severity of the 
injection, especially in the case of wet steam blowdowns, which cover most LOCAs. In 
preparing our audit input decks, our first concern is to characterize the injection. In the case of 
MSLBs, the specific enthalpy of the injection will be - 2700 kJ/kg, and we can assume that the 
pathway flows will be single-phase (in fact, even with the default entrainment, very little liquid 
water will be generated during the expansion of the steam into the containment). In the case of 
LOCAs, the source enthalpy will typically be much lower than 2700 kJ/kg, perhaps as low as 
1000 kJ/kg. For these injections, a large amount of liquid water will be generated in the break 
room. We characterize these LOCA types by calculating the volumetric energy rates for the 
injection. This is done by multiplying the injected mass rates by the specific enthalpy, and then 
dividing by the break room volume. In some instances, the break room may be a region in an 
otherwise open volume. For that case, the volume to divide the source energy rate should be the 
open volume that the break is located in. After obtaining the volumetric energy rate, we now 
characterize the injection. For this we use the guidance provided in the analyses of full-scale 
blowdown facilities. If the time average volumetric energy rate (over the first couple of seconds 
of the injection) is greater than - 10 MW/m3 , then we know that we are dealing with a very 
highly turbulent injection where the actual liquid water entrainment during the maximum 
pressure differentials (break room to other rooms) will be - 100%. Therefore, our assumption of 
full entrainment (default option) will not be considered conservative. In this case, we also know 

from experiment analyses that single-phase loss coefficients will need to be increased somewhat 
as the result of liquid water suspended in the flow stream.  

When the volumetric energy rate is less than - 5 MW/m3 , we are dealing with an injection that 
does not have enough turbulent motion to entrain much liquid water into pathway flows. In this 
case, the wet injection will behave as single-phase gas transport and the assumption of full 
entrainment will be conservative. However, the level of conservatism will take some time to 
develop as the atmospheric quality is reduced as additional amounts of atmospheric liquid water 
become available for suspension in the break room or break region; additionally, there will be a 
gradual purging of air that will also contribute to the transient reduction of break room quality.  
As a result, we may anticipate that the actual maximum pressure differential for this type of 
injection will occur early in the transient before a calculated conservative entrainment over-rides 
the pressure and pressure differential predictions.  

If on the other hand, the volumetric energy rate is within the 5 to 10 MW/m3 range, the
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turbulence generated by the injection is probably not sufficient for full entrainment, rather the 
entrainment will be partial. For these cases, the assumption of full entrainment will be somewhat 
conservative, and the pathway pressure drops will be reasonably represented (i.e., best estimated) 
with single-phase loss coefficients.

4.2.2 Characterizing pathways 

Following the characterization of the injection, we direct our attention to conservative 
assumptions regarding the treatment of pathway losses. First, most importantly, we have 
established from the HDR experiments that conventional methods for estimating "static" single
phase loss coefficients apply for blowdowns when gases (air/steam) flow through typical 
containment pathways. "For cases where we are confident that there is full entrainment of liquid 
water, increases of ~ 35% for loss coefficients appear to represent best estimates for prototypical 
two-phase pressure drops across break room pathways. To provide a level of conservatism for 
the full entrainment scenarios w'e nfeed to increase all break room exit pathway losses beyond this 
amount; we select byjudgement a 50% increase for regions where full entrainment is expected 
(typically for large'dry containments this would involve only pathways exiting the break room).  
For ice condenser plants, where the pressure difference of interest is the cumulative differential 
across the ice condenser, we suggest applying a 50% increase for loss coefficients in the lower 
plenum and lower ice bed region in addition to the break room exit. The extent of the region for 
the 50% increase in the upper levels of the ice bed would typically be estimated by 'a review of 
the pathway fluid quality in the ice bed. For regions where we calculate that the quality is never 
reduced below '- 0.7, the pathway loss coefficient increase may be reduced to a more reasonable 
10% in these regions.  

When the energy rates are in the moderate turbulent region (i.e., 5 - 10 MW/rn3 ), we may elect to 
perform code senfsitivities by Var'ying'pathway loss- c6efficients. In this turbulent region we begin 
to'add substantial'conservatism with the full entrainment default option, and therefore we may 
relax our adjustment for a conservative two-phase loss coefficient. Based on an experimental 
comparison (Waltz Mill Test A) that represents a moderately turbulent injection, we suggest 
setting the switch over (from 50% to 10%) in the c6nservative loss coefficient adjustment based 
on a time averaged volumetric energy rate equal to 8 MW/mi3, which is somewhat lowerthan our 
limit boundary separating moderate from high turbuleht injection: "' "" 

For postulated high-energy line breaki wheie'ihe injection energy rate is bel6w 5 MW/m3, we 
expect that the pathiway flow'swill be characterized ds-'single-phase flows. An-increase of 10% in 
the siigle-phase loss 'coefficients is'thfierefore cofsidered sufficient to provide a conservative 
assessment. .  

The a'ctual determination of single-phase loss coefficients is not considered within the scope of 
this report, however, the user is directed to standard fluidflow'texis [14] that provide some 
guidance in this area. A good reference for varieties of complex pathways is I. E. Idel'Chik's, 
Handbobk of Hydraulic Resisdnce-, ,Coefficients of Local Resistan6e and 6f Friction, Moscow, 

GEI 1960.- (English tranislation from Russian, AEC-TR6630, available from NTIS). However, 
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the user is cautioned since this reference is not consistent in its definition of loss coefficients.  

(Additionally, the user should note that there is a typo error in the CONTAIN manual for 

translating discharge coefficients to the CONTAIN loss coefficient, CFC, page 4-13.) The 

translation of standard loss coefficient K or ý and discharge coefficients CD or ad to the 

CONTAIN loss coefficient Crc is as follows: 

K q n C7= 
CFC = -= - , andCFc 2 

2 2 2 ad2 2 CD2 

In most instances where we do not have a good description for the pathway which would allow a 

determination of a pathway loss coefficient, we estimate the CONTAIN coefficient as unity (i.e., 

CFC = 1, or K= 2 and a'd = 0.7"07). As an example, for pathways removed from the break room 

in the HDR facility, we used CFC = 1 for all pathways, and reserved the details of the break room 

pathways for the more accurate specification of pathway loss coefficients. For ice condenser 

plants, loss coefficients were based mainly on an experimental database obtained from scaled 

down facility air flow tests. In most audit calculations, the pathway loss coefficients or discharge 

coefficients will be specified.  

4.2.3 Critical flow 

The treatment of critical flow is discussed in detail in Appendix A. Our suggested input allows 

for a conservative treatment of choked flow for single-phase and two-phase flow. For a 

consistently conservative treatment we must first establish whether the flow is single or two

phase. Single-phase flows are all flows where the upstream fluid conditions have a quality equal 

to - 1. These cases are represented by injections resulting from steam line breaks, or wet steam 

injection where the volumetric energy rate is less than 5 MW/m3. All other cases are treated as 

two-phase critical flow.  

For a conservative estimate for single-phase flows we apply a factor of 0.9 to the critical flow 

multiplier for non-isentropic critical gas flow. In the case where the pathway is a sharp-edge 

orifice (such as a doorway or hatch), we estimate the inlet loss K = 0.5, the multiplier for a 

critical flow model (CONTAIN) is - 0.78. Our critical flow multiplier (i.e., VCONTRA) is 

therefore 0.78 * 0.9 = 0.7. For many cases where all we know about the pathway is that it is 

similar to an orifice, we will apply vcontra = 0.7, but in other cases where, data on the inlet loss 

coefficient K is known, a more informed decision can be made concerning the adjustments for 

non-isentropic critical flow. In Table 4-7, we list critical flow multipliers for non-isentropic 

critical flow adjustments based on tabulated inlet loss coefficients. Remember, these multipliers 

are to be multiplied by 0.9 to ensure a conservative critical flow calculation. The table has been 

generated using Equation A-5 in Appendix A.  

When the pathway flows are two-phase, quality < 1, we adjust the CONTAIN critical flow model 

for both non-isentropic inlet flow and homogeneous equilibrium flow. The non-isentropic inlet 

flow is assumed as described above, and the homogeneous equilibriuin flow adjustment factor
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(changing the CONTAIN homogeneous frozen model to the equilibrium model) is 0.9 - see 
Appendix A for details. The homogeneous equilibrium model is recommended in the NRC's 
SRP as an acceptable conservative model for subcompartment critical flow modeling.  
Additionally, the SRP also suggests the "Moody * 0.6" rule, which would be applied only in the 
case of ideal nozzles, where the factor 0.6 changes the Moody.to a homogeneous equilibrium 
flow. We note that this rule is included in the suggested input guidance here as a subset when the 
inlet loss coefficient of the pathway is zero. For a sharp-edged orifice type pathway with two
phase flow would be modeled with an input parameter VCONTRA 0.78*0.9 = 0.7. In this 
case, the sharp-edge orifices are modeled similarly for both single and two-phase critical flows.  
Both have an element'of 6onservatism, equivalent to the intended 'conservatism recommended in 
the NRC's SRP for critical flow modeling.
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Table 4-1 Summary of CONTAIN subcompartment qualification for the COMPARE code comparisons.  

Problem U / Description Qualification Comment 

C I /Two compartment, wet steam Maximum pressure differentials calculated with Maximum pressure differential occurs during unchoked flow.  

injection CONTAIN are shown to be equivalent$ to the Pressure differential dependent on the inertia flow modeling 

COMPARE code results for both codes being equivalent. Sensitivity calculation 
shows the conservative effect of i00% entrainment.  

C2 / Four compartment, wet steam Maximum pressure differentials calculated with Maximum pressure differential occurs during choked flow.: 

injection CONTAIN are shown to be equivalent to the Critical flows arc made equivalent by modifying each code 

COMPARE code results. critical flow model using a multiplier. The multiplier for the 
COMPARE code's Moody model is 0 6, and the CONTAIN 

Choked flows require a consistent method of code critical flow model multiplier is 0.9. These multipliers 

input preparation, where code cntical flow convert each model to an equivalent homogeneous 
modeling is corrected for two-phase and non- equilibrium model for critical flow.  
isentropic gas expansion effects for a 
consistently conservative approach in cases A CONTAIN sensitivity calculation that includes the effect 

where maximum pressure differentials are of non-isentropic gas flow expansion from inlet to pathway 
determined as a consequence of choked flow. throat shows that the COMPARE results are low by about 
The CONTAIN input preparation for dealing 30%.  
with these choked flow cases involves the use of 
critical flow multipliers as developed in 
Appendix A.  

C3 / Grand Gulf, three compartment wet Maximum pressure differentials calculated with Maximum pressure differential occurs during unchoked flow.  

steam injection CONTAIN are shown to be equivalent to the The injection volumetric energy rate is low, resulting in 
COMPARE code results. relatively small differentials. (See demonstration calculation 

in Chapter 4 for an estimate of conservatism for this audit 
calculation ) 

A CONTAIN sensitivity calculation is made to show how 
results can be affected by pathway inertia terms.
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Table 4-1 Summary of CONTAIN subcompartment qualification for the COMPARE code comparisons (cont.).  

Problem # / Description Qualification Comment 

C4 / Grand Gulf, 9 compartment dry Maximum pressure differential calculated Maximum pressure differential occurs durnnig choked flow, 
steam injection - slightly below the COMPARE equivalency band and is characterized as single-phase flow. An extremely 

when the CONTAIN implicit flow solver is used; rapid pressure rise for this calculation shows'i sensitivity to 
the maximum pressure differential however is the flow solver time stepping scheme, as indicated by the 
within the band when an explicit time stepping CONTAIN code flow solver options.....  
flow solver is used. The COMPARE code uses .  
an explicit time stepping procedure. Nodalization sensitivity calculations are made to show how 

various collapsing schemes may be implemented.  
"Nodalizations that are nonconservative are indicated.  
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Table 4-2 Summary of CONTAIN subcompartment qualification for experimental comparisons.  

Experiment # / Description Qualification Comment 

El I two compartment, vessel charging Excellent agreement between measured and Validation of the critical flow model with a multiplier to 

test calculated charging pressure during choked and correct for non-isentropic gas expansion. Multiplier is 

unchoked flow periods, determined independently using an analytic expression to 
correct for non-isentropic effects (Appendix A).  

E2 / 33 compartment, blowdown test; Measured and calculated break room pressures High volumetric energy rates for the break room injection 

HDR V44 are within 10% during the early injection period indicates a high degree of turbulence that results in a 

when maximum pressure differentials are substantial amount of liquid water entrainment in the break 

measured; maximum pressure differentials room. Significant entrainment also indicates break room loss 

(measured and calculated) are determined to be coefficient increases due to two-phase flow.  
within -60/ 

Sensitivity calculations indicate conservative aspects of mass 

Break room flows are unchoked. and heat transfer, entrainment, and loss coefficients 
estimates. Methods for estimating inertia terms to avoid 
early time over prediction of differential are investigated.  

E3 /33 compartment, blowdown test; Measured and calculated break room maximum Low volumetric energy rates for the break room injcction 

HDR T3 1.5 pressure differentials are within 10%. indicates a significantly reduced level of turbulence in the 
break room compared to the HDR V44 test. The lower 

Break room flows are unchoked. turbulence level results is a reduced amount of liquid water 
entrainment, such that the pressure differentials are best 
calculated with single-phase pathway flows.  

Sensitivity calculations that investigates critical flow 

modeling, indicates that the lower limit for unchoked flow 
(that is before choking begins) is predicted for pathways of 
varying inlet losses using the proposed method for estimating 
two-phase, non-isentropic choking developed in Appendix A.  

Sensitivity calculations show the conservatism associated 
with 100% entrainment and no heat or mass transfer.
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Table 4-2 Summary of CONTAIN subcompartment quaIlification for experimental comparisons (cont.).  

Experiment # /Descriptiion' Qualification Comment 

E4 / 10 compartment, ice condenser Measured and calculated trends in the The volumetric energy rate for the break region is reduced 
blowdown test; Waltz Mill Test A containment pressures and divider deck pressure from the HDR V44 test, but only moderately reduced. The 

differential are in good agreement; however, the entrainment is therefore believed to be in range of 30-50%.  
CONTAIN results for the lower compartment Because the reference calculation was run with a 100% 
pressure (break region) and divider deck entrainment (code models entrainment as either 0 or 100%), 
differential indicate that the code over predicts the pressure differential across the divider deck is over 

-:measurements (e.g., the maximum pressure predicted - over prediction of entrainment leads to an over 
differential is over predicted by - 20 0/)., prediction in pressure differentials) 

Pressure differentials occur during unchoked Sensitivity calculations show that ice bed heat and mass 
flow. - transfer modeling are required for conservative estimates of 

pressure differentials; additionally, a two-phase critical flow 
multiplier inferred from the Appendix A provides a lower 
bound estimate on the prediction of two-phase critical flow 
from break room to ice condenser - the finding establishes 
the critical flux multiplier as a reasonable conservative input 

_ _parameter for lower compartment blowdowns.
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Table 4-3 CONTAIN modeling recommendations for PWR large dry containments.  

Modeling area Recommendation Comments 

Nodalization Represent each physically bounded Compartments in regions of the containment may be 

compartment as a computational cell combined into single computation cells if 1) the flow 

with connecting pathways. paths connecting these compartments are relatively 
large compared to compartments adjoining the break 
room, and 2) the collapsed regions are far removed 
from the break room. In all cases that required 
compartment collapsing (to reduce the number of 
computational cells) calculation are recommended to 
show the'insensitivity of results to nodalization.  

Pathway Each pathway connecting An acceptable collapsing algorithm for combining 

connections compartments should be modeled as parallel flow paths having different loss coefficients 

an individual path, collapsing or does not exist for transient flows; therefore, we model 

combining pathways is not each path separately.  
recommended.  

Pathway loss 
coefficient: 

MSLB Use single-phase loss coefficient Single-phase coefficients are sufficient for steam line 

determined using standard fluid flow break scenarios since the injections are single- phase 

tables for orifices, rounded orifices, superheated steam, and therefore there is minimal 

etc. or experimentally determined injection of liquid water or condensation of liquid in 

coefficients for vents and complex the atmosphere in the region of the break.  
geometries; increase break room 
coefficients by 10% to add 
conservatism to pathway pressure 
losses.  

LOCA Use a multiplier of 1.5 on the break A high rate of two-phase injected water/steam will 

room pathway single-phase loss create a highly turbulent water/steam/air mixture with 

coefficient when the short-term nearly 100% entrainment of liquid water. The two

injected volumetric energy rate for phase loss coefficients will be higher than single

the break room is greater than 8 phase coefficients, and the use of a multiplier of 1.5 

MW/rn3. provides a margin of conservatism in estimating 
pressure differentials during the two-phase exit flows 
when atmospheric qualities of - 0.4 are calculated.  
The multiplier represents an approximate 10% 
increase in two-phase loss coefficients estimated for 
the HDR blowdown testing program.  

Use single-phase loss coefficients In the case of moderate turbulence, the assumption of 

increased by 10% when injected 100% entrainment will be conservative, reducing the 

volumetric energy rate is less than or need to increase the single-phase loss coefficient 

equal to 8 MW/rn3. more than 10%.
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Table 4-3 CONTAIN modeling recommendations for PWR large dry containments (cont.) 

"Modeling area - -Recommendation Comments .  

Pathway inertia Set pathway effective length L- -For regions far from the break room where upstream 
term equal to the upstream volume compartments are difficult to determine; use an 

characteristic length, _3/, effective length that is the characteristic length of the 

pathways that are of extended small connected volume.  

length (i.e., ventilation ducts) (Reduce inertia term if oscillations occur in the : pressureidifferentialiprofile.) 

use the length of the duct. pressure differential profi 

Liquid water Use default (no dropout model), - Conservative assumption for LOCA injections where 
entrainment i.e., 100% entrainment the volumetric energy rates are less than -10 MW/m3; 

for MSLB there will be no atmospheric condensation 
in the region of the break and therefore no liquid 
.suspension, even though° entrainment is modeled: 

Heat and mass Neglect heat and mass transfer Conservative assumption for short-term 
transfer subcompartment analysis.  

Critical flow 

MSLB For pathways with inlet loss Flow paths with inlet losses will have a reduced 
coefficients use a critical flow critical flow due to the non-isentropic expansion of 
multiplier (vcontra) determined gases from the inlet to throat region. The multiplier 
from Table 4.7, multiplied by of 0.9 imposes a conservative estimate on the critical 
0.9 flow model that is consistent with the procedure 

followed for two-phase critical flow modeling (HEM 
->HEM).  

LOCA For pathways with inlet loss For two-phase flow, which is characteristic for short
coefficients use a critical flow term LOCA analysis, the 0.9 multiplier adjusts the 
multiplier (vcontra) determined CONTAIN HFM for critical flow to the more 
from Table 4.7, multiplied by conservative HEM.  
0.9



Table 4-4 CONTAIN modeling recommendations for PWR ice condenser containments.

Modeling area Recommendation Comments 

Nodalization Represent each physically bounded A typical pressure differential for ice condenser will 

compartment as a computational cell required the pressure difference between the lower 

with connecting pathways- nodalize and upper containment. In some cases, the lower 

the upper containment with a single containment pressure will be the average pressure in 

cell; use multiple, vertical stacked the open region of the lower containment. In still 

cells for condenser (recommend 4 other cases, the lower containment pressure may refer 

cells in the ice bed; use multiple cells to the maximum open region pressure, that includes 

in the lower compartment to resolve the region of the break.  

break region, open region, and dead
ended rooms.  

Two-phase Use a thermal equilibrium method The thermal equilibrium method (temperature flash) 

water for water injection modeling for injecting water produces the maximum amount of 

expansion (ATMOS SOURCE); 100% atmospheric liquid water during an expansion of the 

entrainment of liquid water (default). two-phase injection (compared to a pressure flash 
method that transfers all atmospheric condensed 
water to the sump). Due to the presumed level of 
turbulence during the early blowdown process, we 
assume 100% entrainment of liquid water. The 
degree of conservatism associated with this model 
selection will depend on the level of turbulence, see 
subsection 4.1.1.  

Pathway Each pathway connecting An acceptable collapsing algorithm for combining 

connections compartments should be modeled as parallel flow paths having different loss coefficients 

an individual path; collapsing or does not exist for cases of transient flow; therefore 

combining pathways is not we model each path separately.  
recommended.  

Pathway loss 
coefficient: 

MSLB Use single-phase loss coefficient Single-phase coefficients are sufficient for MSLB 

determined using standard fluid flow scenarios since the injections are single-phase 

tables for orifices, rounded orifices, superheated steam, and therefore there is minimal 

etc. or experimentally determined injection of liquid water or atmospheric condensation.  

coefficient for vents and complex 
geometries; increase break room and 
condenser coefficients by 10%.
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Table 4-4 CONTAIN modeling re6ommiendations for PWR ice condenser containments (cont.).

Modeling area Recommendation- " - Comments .  

Pathway loss ... . . .  
coefficient: 

LOCA Use a multiplier of 1.5 on the break A high energy rate of two-phase injection 
room pathway single-phase loss water/steam will create turbulence in the 
coefficient when the short-term water/steam/air mixture that will entrain a large 
average injection volumetric energy portion of injection and atmospheric condensed 

- rate for the open region surrounding - -water. The two-phase loss coefficients will be higher 
th6 break is greater than 8 MW/r 3. than single-phase loss coefficients. The use of a 

multiplier of 1.5 on the single-phase loss coefficients 
provides a method to invoke a level of conservatism 
"for modeling pathway pressure losses. - .  

Use single-phase loss coefficients In the case of moderate turbulence, the assumption of 
increased by 10% when the average 100% entrainment will be conservative, reducing the 
injected volumetric energy rate (as need to increase the single-phase loss coefficient 
'defined above) is'les-s than or equal 'more than 10% to provide a conservative estimate of 
to 8 MW/n 3. pathway pressure loss.• 

Pathway inertia In the lower containment, set See CONTAIN PWR qualification report for the 
term pathway effective length L to the input listing of the Watts Bar demonstration 

upstream volume characteristic calculation.  

length, VV ; in the condenser ice (Reduce inertia term if oscillations occur in the 

bed us the half length of the pressure differential profile.) 

upstream cell.  

Critical flow 

MSLB For pathways with inlet loss Flow paths with inlet losses will have a reduced 
coefficients use a critical flow critical flow due to the non-isentropic expansion of 
multiplier (vcontra) determined from gases from inlet to the throat region of the pathway.  
Table 4.7, multiplied by 0.9 The table values correct for this effect. The 

multiplier 0.9 imposes a conservative estimate on the 
critical flow model that is consistent with a method 
adopted for two-phase critical flow.  

LOCA For pathways with inlet loss For two-phase flow, characteristic of LOCAs, the 0.9 
coefficients use a critical flow multiplier adjusts the CONTAIN critical flow model 
multiplier (vcontra) determined from to an effective homogeneous equilbrium critical flow 
Table 4.7, multiplied by 0.9 model, representing a conservative model.  

Plenum doors Static opening under pressure; Dynamic modeling of doors are not required for large 
pressure versus area (reversible, break injections (see CONTAIN PWR qualification 
engineering vent option). report) because the doors open within a small fraction 

of a second. In cases where a break energy rate is 
reduced, compared to a large break, this model 
recommendation should be reviewed for 
appropriateness.
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"Table 4-4 CONTAIN modelingrecommendations for PWR ice condenser containments (cont).  

Modeling area Recommendation Comments 

Ice bed heat Use geometric specification for ice Geometric specification include quantities such as ice 

and mass bed; use a fininiuiurh liquid film mass, ice basket height, hydraulic area. Another 

transfer thickness and Nusselt multiplier, specification may include ice initial temperature.  
Parameters for film thickness and Nusselt multiplier 
are based on Waltz Mill comparison calculations, 
where these parameters are calibrated.  

Structure heat Neglect structure heat and mass Neglecting structure heat and mass add a small 

and mass transfers for the entire containment amount of conservatism to a subcompartment 

transfer and condenser. analysis.  

Pools Include upper and lower Pools are included as reservoirs for ice melt and 

compartment pools and lower condensate. The addition of water to plenum and 

plenum pools; surface or bottom lower compartment pools result in a volume 
energy transfer are not modeled. displacement of gases.  

Ice melt and Divert to lower compartment via Divert to lower compartment sump with no heat and 

condensate lower plenum overflow. mass transfer.



Table 4-5 Input guidance for modeling short-term transients in PWR large dry containments (subcompartment analysis).

Input Section[Block Parameter(s) T Comment 

Global: 

Nodalization ncells #, where # is the number of physically multiple cell nodalization required; follow the general guidance 
defined compartments, provided in the NRC SRP that nodalization should be sufficient to 

resolve reasonable pressure variations in the containment. Sensitivity 
calculations where the number of computation cells may be varied to 

- - -- investigate whether the SRP intent has been satisfied with the 
selected nodalization (See Chapter 2, section 2.4) -.  

Material properties default materials h2ov, 12ol, o2, and n2 interaction with structure materials not required (although some input 
decks may reflect stiicture materials because those structure inputs 
are carried over from otheri input developments, see structure model 
below) 

Timesteps range from 0.005 to 0.01 seconds sensitivity to time stepping is suggested 

Flow . . - default entrainment applied for all conservative calculations 

pathway loss coefficient , VCFC (multiplied by 1.1 or 1.5 depending on conservative estimate of pathway losses 
. - the injection volumetric energy rate, see text) 

. pathway inertia term VAVL (flow area divided by characteristic, characteristic length for cell of volume V is ,/ 
, " length L of upstiam cell or characteristic 

---------------. length of duct, in the case where the cell 
"models flow channel) .. . .  

'vena cntracta (critical flow VCONTRA for vents(contract(ij) for regular adjust vcontra foi inlet losses if not-orifice type pathway (see text, 

" multiplier .. . . . paths) = 0.7 ... . and Appendix A) ... ...  

elevations not required* buoyancy driven flow not important

'-0



Table 4-5 Input guidance for modeling short-term transients in PWR large dry containments (subcompartment analysis) (cont.).  

Input Section/Block Plarameter(s) Comment 

Upper Cell: 

Geometry ' gasvol free volume specification 

Atmosphere initial conditions and ATMOS block; SOURCE block pressure and temperature and humidity specification 

sources 

ESF (sprays) not required -" 

ESF (fan coolers) not required -" 

Structures not required If structure input is carried over from deck used for other purposes, 
the structure input does not have to be removed; rather, include the 
heat transfer keyword HT-TRAN with all flags set to "ofr" 

Lower Cell: 

Low-cell not required 

* not required (may have input carried over from other applications where this input was required)

0,
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Table 4-6 Input guidance for modeling short-term transients in PWR ice condenser containments (subcompartment analysis) (cont.).  
I Input Section/Block Parameter(s) Comment 

Upper Cell: 

Lower compartments: 

Geometry gasvol, ceilhist free volume specification; set to define pool (sump) 

Atmosphere initial conditions ATMOS block; SOURCE block pressure, temperature, and humidity specification; blowdown 

and water injection injection into break region 

Structure STRUC (omit), or use HT-TRAN flags set to neglect structure heat and mass transfer for conservatism 
off 

Ice condenser: 

Geometry gasvol, cellhist set to geometric and initial condition specification 
ICECOND (hitici, tmsici, ciarfl, arhtin) 

Heat and mass transfer to ice ICECOND (ciflmix, cihtml, citice) ciflmx - 5 x 10"; cihtmi = 10 (based on Waltz Mill assessment); 
bed 

citice (default) 

Atmosphere initial conditions ATMOS block pressure, temperature, and humidity specifications 

Upper compartment and 
plenums: 

Geometry gasvol, cellhist free volume specification 

Atmosphere initial conditions ATMOS block pressure, temperature, and humidity specification 

Structures STRUC (omit), or HT-TRAN flags set to "off" neglect structure heat and mass transfer for conservatism

N.)



Table 4-6 Input guidance for modeling short-term transients in PWR ice condenser containments (subcompartment analysis) (cont.).  

Input Section/Block Parameter(s) Comment 

Lower Cell: 

Upper compartment: . -..  

sump not required* -- . , 

Lower compartments: 

sump low-Cell open region only, include with no heat or mass transfe" (HT-TRAN 
flags set to "off"); use floor area of open region 

Upper plenum: 

Transfer pool not required .  

Lower plenum: .  

Transfer pool low-cell divert ice melt and condensate from ice bed cells to lower plenum 
" .pool; pool type paths used to transfer water from lower plenum pool 

- • to lower compartment sui,; no het or mass transfer (HT-TRAN 

- flags set to "off'); use floor area of plenum

not required (may have input carried over from other applications where this input was required)
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- - - - - -- ~ -...

Table 4-7 Critical flux multipliers for non-isentrupc g• Ouw.

vcontra K1  vcontra K, vcontra 

0 1.000 0.5 0.786 1 0.668 

0.02 0.988 0.52 0.780 1.02 0.665 

0.04 0.976 0.54 0.774 1.04 0.661 

0.06 0.965 0.56 0.769 1.06 0.658 

0.08 0.954 0.58 0.763 1.08 0.654 

0.1 0.943 0.6 0.758 1.1 0.651 

0.12 0.933 0.62 0.752 1.12 0.647 

0.14 0.923 0.64 0.747 1.14 0.644 

0.16 0.914 ,0.66 0.742 1.16 0.641 

0.18 0.904 0.68 0.737 1.18 0.638 

0.2 0.895 0.7 0.732 1.2 0.634 

0.22 0.887 0.72 0.727 1.22 0.631 

0.24 0.878 0.74 0.722 1.24 0.628 

0.26 0.870 0.76 0.718 1.26 0.625 

0.28 0.862 0.78 0.713 1.28 0.622 

0.3 0.854 0.8 0.709 1.3 0.619 

0.32 0.846 0.82 0.704 1.32 0.616 

0.34 0.839 0.84 0.700 1.34 0.613 

0.36 0.832 0.86 0.696 1.36 0.610 

0.38 0.825 0.88 0.692 1.38 0.608 

0.4 0.818 0.9 0.688 1.4 0.605 

0.42 0.811 0.92 0.684 1.42 0.602 
S. .. ,An n-on I -I AA 0.600

0.44 

0.46 

0.48

0.798

0.792

________ I �.- -- f'h �fl7 0.96 U.b(b I .QO

_X~hi n ,QAI
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Figure 4-1 Blowdown volumetric energy rate for HDR test V44 (break room 
volume = 280 m3 ).
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Figure 4-2 Pressure differential between break room and adjoining room #1708 for 

HDR test V44, showing the margin of conservatism calculated with the CONTAIN 

code using the recommendations for conservative subcompartment modeling.
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Figure 4-3 Blowdown volumetric energy rate for Waltz Mill Test A (break room 
volume = 25.8 M3 ).
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Figure 4-4 Lower to upper compartment pressure differential for Waltz Mill Test A, 

showing the margin of conservatism calculated with the CONTAIN code using the 

recommendations for conservative subcompartment modeling.  
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Figure 4-5 Blowdown volumetric energy rate for HDR test T31.5 (break'room 
volume = 793 mi3).
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Figure 4-6 Pressure differential between break room and adjoining room #1707 for 

HDR test T31.5, showing the margins of conservatism calculated with the 

CONTAIN code using the recommendations for conservative subcompartment 
modeling.
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Figure 4-7 Blowdown volumetric energy rate for the Grand Gulf subcompartment 
analysis where a pipe break occurs in the heat exchanger room (break rdom volume 
is 297.5 m3). .
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Figure 4-8 Pressure differential between heat exchanger room (break room) and 

containment, showing the CONTAIN estimated margin of conservatism when using 

the recommendations for conservative subcompartment modeling.  
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Figure 4-9 Blowdown volumetric energy rate for the Watts Bar double-ended cold 
leg break (break room = lower compartment open region = 6695 m3).
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CONTAIN conservative estimate

1.4 of maxdivider deck pressure loading 

............ ..............  
1.2 - margin of difference 

.z maxdivider deck 
1pressure loading (ESAR) 
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Figure 4-10 Pressure differential between the break region and upper compartment 

for the Watts Bar double-ended cold leg break in the lower compartment. Shown in 

the figure is the margin of difference between the CONTAIN code calculation, where 

recommendations for a conservative subcompartment analysis are used, and the 

reported FSAR maximum pressure differential.
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Appendix A

Critical Flow Modeling 

1 Introduction , 

This appendix presents a comparative discussion of various critical flowvnmiodels used for 
subcompartment analyses. Critical flow or choking, which may occur during a rapid 
pressurization event, is a phenomenon where fluid flow (single or two-phase) between two 
subcompartments is limited by the sonic flow velocity at the throat region of an interconnecting 
flow path, Figure A-1. The phenomenon is viewed asa safety iissie because pressure 
differentials between upstream and downstream compartments heimy rapidly increase when critical 
flows are reached. This is especially the case when the upstream compartment is a break 
compartment where high pressure dry or wet steam is being continuously injected at a high rate.  
Transient analyses of accident events are required in the design and safety-reviews of 
containments to assure that pressure loads on containment walls do not exceed design limits 
during possible pressurization events.  

To investigate the effects of critical flow on subcompartment pressure differentials, 'codes have 
been developed with various critical flow models. These models provide estimates of critical 
mass fluxes (mass flow rate per unit flow area) based on conditions upstream and in the throat of 
a connecting path. The mass flux G in a path is the minimum of the fl6w calculated using 

momentum flow equations Gm' (i.e., through an inertial flow model based on momentum 

conservation) and flow determined from a-critical flow model Gcr: 

" nin(GmG,,) "A-1 

In this appendix we are concerned with models used to predict Gcr.. These models may be 

complicated due to 1) the range of fluid conditions present during accident events (single andtwo 
phase'air/steam/water mixtures), and 2) the variability or inexactness of the type of flow path 
geometries encountered: -In the case of the fluid conditions, the models must be capable of 
treating a variety of composite upstream fluid types that are dependent on the break injection:.  

* •single phase air/steam and steam flows are required for main steam line break (MSLB) 
events; and, 

two phase water/steam'and lair/steiim/water flows are required for loss-of-coolant accident 
(LOCA) events... .

" -- A-1



The flow path geometries can resemble ideal nozzles, similar to Figure A-i, but more often are 
characterized as non-ideal nozzles or orifices with inlet losses; and so, critical flow models are 
typically implemented using a method for dealing with non-isentropic, irreversible compressible 
flow into the throat of the path.  

To treat such a range of fluid and flow path conditions in the context of safety reviews, the 
critical models are developed and applied to provide conservative estimates of limiting flow.  
This means that models are generally chosen as lower bound models based on the assumptions 
used to develop the models, which are then verified through experimental comparisons.  
Conservatism of the model and non-ideal aspects of the flow paths are invoked to obtain "lower 
bound" estimates of critical flow.  

In this appendix, critical flow models used in three subcompartment analysis codes (CONTAIN, 
COMPARE, and TMD) are discussed. The models include various approaches that have grown 
out of the large body of work related to the rapid depressurization of reactor pressure vessels.  
Figure A-2 shows three of the types of models utilized in these codes for wet steam critical flow.  
The critical flow models for dry steam are all based on compressible gas flow through orifices 
and nozzles, and these models 'are generally treated similarly in all codes. The models are 
discussed here in the context of subcompartment analyses where the conservative aspects'of each 
model are compared for a variety of fluid conditions and flow path characteristics. And, as noted 
in Figure A-2, the models are compared to experimental measurements [A-I] to show the 
conservatism of the modeling methods.  

2 Code Models for Critical Flow 

Shown in Table A-I is a listing of the critical flow models used in the CONTAIN, COMPARE, 
and TMD codes. In all three codes, the single phase critical flow modeling is based on 
compressible flow with an expansion of an ideal gas from the upstream compartment into the 
throat (minimum flow area) of the flow path. To handle non-ideal flow path geometries (i.e., 
paths with inlet losses), both the CONTAIN and COMPARE codes include model options to 
reduce the critical flow flux as a result of non-isentropic flow approaching the throat region. In 
the case of the CONTAIN code, this involves using a constant multiplier on the isentropic flow 
model; this is consistent with what is used for sub-critical flows where a discharge coefficient, 
CD, determined externally by analytical methods or by measurement, is used in the inertia flow 
equations to account for non-ideal flow behavior. For the COMPARE code, non-ideal flow is 
calculated analytically using an inlet loss coefficient. As will be shown, corrections for non
ideal (with losses) paths in the CONTAIN and COMPARE code can be represented equivalently.  
The TMD code, on the other hand, does not include a correction for irreversible losses that would 
reduce critical mass fluxes.  

When the flow is two-phase, the modeling methodologies increase in complexity as a result of 
the velocity, momentum, heat, and mass transfer interactions that can occur during the expansion
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process, from upstream to the path throat region. In the case of two-phase flow, neither of the 
codes have identical models, and it is here that we see the greatest divergence of results.  

2.1 CONTAIN Critical Flow Modeling 

Critical Flow 

The CONTAIN critical flow modeling approach is a method that represents both single and two
phase flows as homogeneous fluids. In the case of two-phase flows this means that there is no 
slip or relative velocity between phases as the fluid expands into the throat region. Gases in the 
single and two-phase flows are assumed to expand isentropically from the upstream stagnant 
condition to the throat region., There is no discontinuity in the critical flow fluxes in going from 
wet to dry mixtures; and, for gas mixtures this method is identical to a textbook development of 

-ideal compressible gas flow under isentropic conditions. The equation for~critical mass flux (dry 
or wet) for a path of area A is given by 

Gr = '1* 1.PuP.7.1j 112  A-2 
A 

where Wcr* is the critical mass flow rate (kg/s) and r", P,, and pu are the ratio cp Ic, of specific 

heats in the upstream gas phase, pressure, and density (liquid and gas mixture), respectively; and 
r/,, is a dimensionless parameter given by 

77+, r] A-3 

The model is referred to here as a "frozen homogeneous" model (EIFM) because the model 
assumes that there is no heat or mass transfer between liquid and gas phiases: in the'flow from the 
upstream to the throat region (i.e., liquid is carried along with the gas flow without phase 
interactions). 'The model is therefore of a class of non-equilibrium flow models that, in general, 

give good results for nozzle or-orifices type flows where the rapid transient times from upstream 

to throat regions does not allow time for equilibrium between phases. This is indicated in Figure 

A-2, where the frozen homogeneous model for wet steam critical flow represents the data with 

reasonable accuracy, especially~at the higher quality flows (x > 0.3).  

We have c6mpared results frorm, EquatioA A-2 tioresults'bbt6.ined Uising the analytic equations for 

frozen homogeneous 'criticai flows (A-1i for wet steam; that ex'er6isie has confirmed that the 

CONTAIN code critical flow model and the homogeneous frozen model results are essentially 
identical over a range of pressures and qualiti&s; for example, see Table'A-2.: 

e of presure
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Critical Flow Multiplier

In the CONTAIN coding, the critical flux Gcr used to determine limiting flow through a path of 

area A is calculated as 

Gcr = VGcr* A-4 

where v is a multiplication constant also referred to as the vena contracta factor in the 

CONTAIN user manual, and GZr is the critical mass flux for an ideal nozzle. The multiplication 

constant can be viewed in a couple of ways: 1) as a correction due to the path geometry effects 

(non-ideal effects such as friction and form losses), and/or 2) as a modifier to invoke a margin of 

conservatism for the model type. Examples of the first usage would be to equate the multiplier to 

an experimentally determined discharge coefficient for the flow path, or an analytical formulation 

that takes into account inlet losses as the flow approaches the plane of the throat area. In the case 

of orifice-type flows, discharge coefficients of 0.85 are typical. Using an analytical procedure, 
we may also approximate the multiplier by 

a+1 -1/2 

V=A-5 

K,. + 1 fra nrnels ofiin , 

where y and q7 are defined as above, and a - for an entrance loss coefficient K, 
K +(0/ r) 

Equation A-5 is based on non-isentropic flow equations derived for ideal compressible polytropic 

flows for orifices [A-2]. As an example of an application of Equation A-4, for dry steam flowing 

into a sharp edge orifice where Ki = 0.5, the multiplier v = 0.78 (Equation A-5).  

In the other approach, where we are attempting to invoke conservatism through an assumed 

equilibrium between phases, we might seek to modify Gr* so that Gcr is similar to a homogenous 

equilibrium model (HEM). Assuming the fluid is a steam/water mixture, we find in this case 

that v would range from 0.91 to 0.95 for qualities ranging from 0.4 to 0.9.  

If both the non-isentropic and equilibrium corrections are applied, the critical flow multiplier 

would be approximately 0.7, which is the magnitude of the multiplier that is often seen in 

CONTAIN analyses [A-3]; see subsection 3 below.
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2.2 COMPARE Critical Flow Modeling

Critical Flow 

The COMPARE code [A-2, A-4] has two models for calculating critical flow: 1) a Moody model 

used only in the case of wet steam; and 2) an ideal compressible polytropic gas model (ICPM) 

used mainly for dry steam flows, but may also be applied to wet steam cases.' -In the case of dry 

steam, with no inlet losses, the ICPM reverts to an ideal gas, isentropic model described above in 

Equations A-2 and A-3. When used for wet steam mixtures, the model gives results that are 

equivalent to a homogeneous equilibrium model for qualities greater than 0.1 [A-4].  

For most cases that involve wet steam injections, the code is run using the Moody model.' The 

Moody model for two-phase critical flow was developed for estimating maximum 'critical flows 

during, for instance, reactor pressure vessel depressurization as a result of a break in the primary 

system boundary. 'The model is an equilibrium model, but is distinguished from the HEM in that 

slip (S = Vg I Vliq ) occurs between phases. By including slip the model has been shown to provide 

an upper;ound on critical'flows and has therefore been used for safety reviews of reactor 
primary systems where iiniJrnum depressurization times'are of interest for safety reasons. For 

subcompartment analyses, we seek, rather, a model that will provide a lower bound on the inter

compartmental critical flows. To provide a lower bound model, therefore, the COMPARE code 

includes a multiplier option for the Moody model. Typically, a multiplier of 0.6 has been used 

for subcompartment analyses, which has been the guidance provided in the NRC's SRP for 

subcompartment confirmatory calculations [A- 5].  

Critical Flow Multipliers and Inlet Losses 

As with the CONTAIN code, the use of the Moody model includes a multiplication factor that is 

determined by the user, and is constant for all flow conditions. This factor may be used to 

"account directly for the general over prediction of critical flow obtained With a Moody model due 

to the assumption of slip, indit may also include a correction due to non-ideal nozzle effects.  

In the ICPM model, an analytical expres.sion is used to correct for flow paths with entrance losses 

(non-ideal nozzles). The analytical correction is derived based on the expansion of an ideal 

polytropic gas from the upstream compartment to the throat of the flow path. In this model, the 

'When the ICPM is applied to wet steam or wet air/steam mixtures, the fluid is treated as 

a gas with an equivalent specific heat ratio. The ratio is a function of the mixture composition 

and the fluid quality.". , - I 

2 The Moody model referenced in the COMPARE code manual is for steam/water 

mixtures. If the flowing mixture contains air,,a mixed mean-density is used as an equivalent 

steam/water density to calculate the Moodycritical flow rate.
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critical flow equation for non-ideal nozzles is dependent on the state conditions in the upstream 

compartment only. The ICPM can also be used for wet steam conditions. With a wet steam 

treated as a pseudo-gas, the model may be applied directly to two-phase flows through non-ideal 
nozzles.  

2.3 TMD Critical Flow Modeling 

Critical Flow 

The TMD code is a transient containment analysis code developed by Westinghouse [A-7] for ice 

condenser plants.3 For the extremely high flows exiting the lower compartment of ice condensers 

with the possibility of choking in the path leading to and within the ice condenser, the TMD code 

has been developed with a numerical version of a HEM model that treats air/steam/water.  

mixtures explicitly.4 A minimum of an inertial flow or a critical flow model is used to determine 

path flows when the ratio of the downstream to upstream pressure is less than 0.7. A numerical 

search algorithm determines the pressure ratio for maximum flow of an non-ideal fluid through a 

nozzle. Results of the search algorithm have been checked using wet steam models (HEM) and a 
variety of experimental data results for nozzles and short tubes with wet steam and 
air/steam/water mixtures.  

Critical Flow Multipliers 

The TMD critical flow model is applied using an augmented flow multiplication factor to 

account for actual versus calculated (-HEM) results. The augmented flow is independent of 

upstream pressure, but linearly dependent on the flow quality. The augmented multiplication 

equation adjusts the "lower bound" formulation calculated in the HEM formulation to measured 

critical flows in short tubes. The augmented flow factor (1.2 - 0.2x, where x is the flow quality) 

increases the calculated HEM critical flows. These increases range from 20% at very low 

qualities to 0% for dry steam/air flows. It has been suggested that the TMD critical flow model 

can be applied for subcompartment analyses only in the cases where augmented flow is not used 

[A-6]. This suggestion is consistent with a general recommendation that a HEM type 

formulation is recommended as the lower bound estimate for critical flow in subcompartment 
analyses [A-5, A-8].  

3 TMD code results for non-critical flows in ice condenser experiments and plant analyses 

have been compared to CONTAIN code results in the CONTAIN PWR Qualification Report [A

3].  

"4 The treatment of air/steam/water mixtures takes into account the change in air/steam 

composition during the contraction of the upstream mixture to the throat of the nozzle.
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3 Comparison of Code Results, 

In our discussion of comparative code results, a calculation domain representative of most 
subcompartment analyses is established, using CONTAIN code calculations as a guide. We 
examine two cases; a dry and a wet steam injection intoa subcompartment connected to a larger 
volume. These demonstration calculations provide us .with types of critical flow behavior 
potentially possible for large break accident events. A sketch of.the geometry for these 
calculations is shown in Figure A-3. For the injections, we use constant mass rates and specific 
enthalpy:' 

* dry steam, i, = 3000 kg/s, • = 2700 kJ/kg; and, 

wet steam, - 5896 kg/sw ;= i395 kJ/kg." 

In each demonstration calculation, the,injected energy rate jhh into the break compartment is 
approximately equal.  

Shown in Figure A-4 is the subcompartment pressure differential calculated for the dry steam 
injection. In Figure A-5, the injection compartment (upstream compartment) air mass fraction 

Xair is plotted. The time at critical flow is shown approximately in Figure A-6, where the critical 

flow flux Gr and the path flow G are shown - choked or critical flow occurs when G = Gcr. In 

the calculation, the flow path is assumed to'be'an ideal nozzle, so that the multiplication factor v 

is unity. .  

We note for the'dry steam injection that choked flow-begins when the break compartment 
composition'has a relaiiv'ely high content of air, Xar '0.7. And, choking extends out to a 

composition that is nearly pure steam. We also observe that the peak differential pressure occurs 

in this example, just prior to the onset of choked flow. Additionally, the differential pressure 
curve shows a well defined maximum with a relaxation to a smaller differential priessure plateau.  

The pressuiredifferential plot f6r tht wet steam injection is shown in Figure A-7. For this break, 

"we assume that the high turbulence in jhe break compartment entrains blowdown liquid water 

completely. Entrained water is transported with the gas phase (steam/air mixture) with no slip.  

Due to the short time scale, it is also-assumed that the flow in the path is non-equilibrium flow, 

such that there is no exchange of mass between phases as they flow through the path. The quality 

of the flow, defined as - - , 

"rZT + mair 

ms + mair + n1w 

is therefore the same in the compartment as in the throat of the flow path. Shown in Figure A-8 

are plots of the break compartment quality and air mass fraction during the injection period, and
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the approximate time for choking. In this calculation, the choking period begins somewhat later 
than in the case of the dry steam example, but unlike the dry steam case, choking here continues 
throughout the calculation, Figure A-9.  

For the wet steam injection, the approach to the choke point is from a quality of one, with 
choking beginning at a quality of - 0.65 when the air fraction is about 0.6. Quality and air 
fraction decrease during the choking period. The air fraction approaches zero during the 
injection, that is, the gas phase approaches pure steam, and the quality plateaus at approximately 
0.4. The demonstration shows a typical type of behavior for wet steam injections, where the 
choking domain is in a region of relatively high quality flow (x>>0. 1) with the air composition 
ranging from 0 to 60%.  

We note that the maximum pressure differential for both dry and wet steam cases are similar 
because the energy injection rates were nearly identical. However, the wet steam injection 
maintains the maximum pressure differential profile throughout the injection (which here is taken 
to be 0.5 seconds). In the following subsections, we compare the critical flow modeling methods 
in each of the three codes for the single-phase and two-phase examples above, and make some 
general comments regarding the each code's critical flow methodologies.  

3.1 Single-phase choking 

In the case of single-phase critical flow through an ideal nozzle (no flow losses), all of the three 
codes have similar critical flow models, that is, they treat the fluid as an ideal mixture, 
isentropically expanding through the throat or minimum area of the flow path. These models 
could be referred to as ideal gas critical flow models. Therefore, we would only expect small 
variations in subcompartment pressure differentials due to difference in gas/steam mixture 
property calculations.  

If the flow path is characterized as a path with entrance losses (i.e., Ki # 0 ) then the individual 

code models may show different results. In the example calculation, we used a CONTAIN loss 
coefficient CF = 0.75. To interpret this coefficient as a coefficient for a path with zero entrance 
losses (i.e., ideal nozzle), we would have Ki = 0, and the exit loss as K, = 1.5.5 However, should 

the path be interpreted as one with a sharp edge entrance, and a sudden expansion into the exit 
region, the path losses would be given as Ki = 0-5, and K, = 1.0. In this case, the flow expands 

into the throat in a non-isentropic manner and the critical flow through the path will be reduced 
compared to flow through an ideal nozzle.  

' The relationship between the CONTAIN loss coefficient and the path entrance and exit 

loss coefficients is CF- 2K+ K, 
2
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For the TMD code we note that there is no option that allows the user to reduce critical flow due 
to non-isentropic nozzle flows, thait would be associated with entrance losses. COMPARE on 
the other hand includes an analytical method for adjusting critical flow due to an non-isentropic 
expansion process (irreversible flow losses). The CONTAIN critical flow model does not 

explicitly account for irreversible flow entrance losses, but it does include an option for a 
constant multiplier applied to the code's isentropic critical flow model. Therefore, the I 
CONTAIN multiplier can be used to simulate non-isentropic flow behavior. This usage has only 
a small error due to the slight variation in the multiplier that occurs mainly due to the 
compositional changes in the upstream gas which affects v through the compositional 
dependence of y . The small variation is shown in v in Figure A-10, where the v from Equation 

A-5 is plotted for the dry steam demonstration calculation. In this case, we have the gas 
composition varying approximately from pure air to pure steam. Since the factor v remains 
essentially constant for substantial changes -in upstream mixture compositions; using the 
multiplier in CONTAIN to correct for non-isentropic flows throughout the injection is therefore 
appropriate. ...  

'The effect of accounting for non-isentropic flows can be significant as shown in Figure A-11, 
where pressure differentials are'compaired for isentropic ( v = 1 ) and non-isentropic ( v = 0.78 ) 
single-phase-flow. Comparing the choking behavior for the isentropic and non-isentropic cases, 

- Figures A-6 and A-12, we note that for the non-isehitropic flow, choking occurs throughout the 
injection period, whereas, for the isentropic flow there is a brief window for choked flow.  
Clearly, the specifics of the choking behavior is dependent on the assumptions regarding the' 
degree of irreversible loss occurring at the entrance of the flow path. -We note that the more 
conservative assumption is to consider the entrance as a sharp-edge contraction, which gives a 
"flow multiplier" equal to approximately 0.78.  

The capability of the CONTAIN code to simulate non-isentropic flow behavior during periods of 
critical flow also means that the CONTAIN and COMPARE codes could be exercised to give 
similar, if not, identical critical flow for single-phase mixtures where inlet losses Ki # 0.  

Because the TMD code does not include an option for non--isentropic gas expansion into a path, 
or a multiplier to correct for non-isentropic flow, the TMD code can not replicate the increased 
pressure differential reresenied in Figure A-b11. .  

3.2 Two-phase choking 

For choking in two-phase flows we'have the added complication of determining slip 

(s = Vg/1v), where Vg is the'gas phase velocity in the path, _and v, is the water phase velocity) 

and thermal equilibrium tween phases in the throat of the path. Moody determined that two- ' \1/3 

phase critical flow could be maximized by setting S = (P, 'Pg )1. We have mentioned that this 

modeling approach gives critical flow fluxes that are significantly over predicted. Furthermore, 

we note that the HEM, with S = 1 , gives a lower bound for predicted critical flows, and therefore
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represents an appropriate critical flow modeling method for subcompartment analyses where 
conservative pressure differentials are required. Our comparison therefore of pressure 
differentials considers those differentials based on the HEM to be the basis for a conservative 
approach to subcompartment analyses.  

Moody Critical Flow Models 

In the COMPARE code, the user has an option to select either the ICPM (pseudo HEM) or the 
Moody model. It has been common practice however to apply the Moody model with a 
multiplier of 0.6 for subcompartment analyses. The ratio of critical flows for the HEM to Moody 

(4D Moody = [GHEM I GMoody]cr ) is plotted in Figure A-13 for a steam/water mixture. We see from 

the figure that 1) (D Moody is a weak function of pressure, and 2) a correction factor of 0.6 

corresponds approximately to a fluid quality of about 0.34. From experience with a variety of 
injection scenarios with 100% entrainment, we know that the upstream or injection compartment 
rapidly approaches a quality plateau of - 0.4 shortly after the start of the injection. The 
implementation of the Moody model with a multiplier of 0.6 would therefore represent a good 
approximation of the HEM when the quality plateau of - 0.4 is attained. For the periods leading 
up to the quality plateau, however, using a multiplier of 0.6 would be ultraconservative, and its 
use would result in critical flow pressure differentials much higher than if a HEM were applied.  

The presence of air in the upstream or injection compartment will increase the critical flux obtain 
with either the Moody model or the HEM, as shown in Figures A-14 and A-15. However, the 
ratio (D Moody is insensitive to variations in upstream air content. Therefore, the comment 

concerning the appropriate multiplier for the quality plateau, and the comment concerning the 
ultraconservative aspects of the Moody with a multiplier would apply directly for wet steam and 
wet air/steam mixtures.  

HFM for Critical Flow ( CONTAIN) 

The CONTAIN code model for critical flow is representative of a HFM. The ratio of critical 

flows for the HEM to the CONTAIN HFM ( 4D), m [GHEM /Gcnm],) is plotted in Figure A-16.  

The curves in the figure indicate that 1) cn,,, has a very weak dependence on pressure, and 2) the 

variation with quality is also very weak, with an equivalency ratio (i.e., where the HFM and 
HEM are equivalent) of approximately 0.9 at an expected quality plateau of - 0.4. An analyses 
of the HFM for wet air/steam mixtures reveal that the addition of air increases the critical flux, 
similar to that noted for the HEM. Furthermore, investigation of the effect that air content has on 
(D et, indicates that the ratio is also relatively insensitive to air content, as shown in Figure A-17.
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Non-isentropic Critical Flow Modeling,

Each of the two-phase critical flow models discussed above represent gas inlet flows (steam or 
air/steam mixtures) that expand into the throat region of a path in an isentropic manner.  
Isentropic expansion results in critical fluxes that are higher than cases where inlet losses are 
present causing the expansion flow to deviate from'isentropic end states- We discussed above for 
single phase critical flow that the COMPARE code includes within-the ICPM an analytical 
correction for non-isentropic flow. In the case of two-phase flow, this same analytical correction 
is also used. The adjustment therefore of the CONTAIN HFM for non-isentropic flow can be 
made using the multiplier defined in Equation A-5. The model adjustment that corrects the 
CONTAIN critical flow model for a conservative representation (one that a ccounts for 
equilibrium and non-idealfnozzle-effects) is given by 

V (D 4)r (D 4 K A-6 

where 4 ) K is a multiplier that corrects only for non-isentropic flow behavior, and D cn,, adjust the 

mass flux for equilibrium. The multiplier 4) k is a function of the inlet losses K1 for the flow path, 

as shown in Figure A-18. A conservative selection for. 4) is 0.78, which corresponds to a sharp

edge entrance. A conservative composite multiplier for two-phase critical flow is therefore 
v = 0.9 * 0.78 0.7.  

It is worth noting that applying the Moody model with a multiplier of 0.6 is a general 
conservative (i.e., equivalent to the HEM) rule only for a case wherie the gas flo0winto the path is 
isentropic. In the case of non-isentropic flows, this "rule" may not be conservative (i.e., to the 
extent that HEM with a non-isentropic adjustment factor is conservative) because it does not 
account for critical flow reduction' due to'inlet loss6s. • 

Shown in Figure A-19 are the pressure differential profiles for the wet steam injection calculation 
for v = 0.9 and v = 0.7 , compared with ani unc6rrected HFM. Clearly, the'-proper selection of a 

critical flux multiplier is important for an appropriate conservative estimate of subcompartment 
pressure differentials during conditions where critical flow occurs.
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Table A-1. Critical flow modeling for subcompartment analyses

Code Single phase Two phase 

CONTAIN * ideal gas, isentropic process with frozen homogeneous model with 
multiplier multiplier 

COMPARE * ideal gas, isentropic process Moody critical two phase flow 
model basis with multiplier 

ideal gas, polytropic flow 
process with-inlet losses homogeneous equilibrium model 

simulation for qualities > 0.1 

TMD** ideal gas, isentropic process homogeneous equilibrium model 

augmented homogeneous 
equilibrium model 

* NRC sponsored code ** Industry code (Westinghouse, ice condenser analyses) 

Table A-2. Comparison of the CONTAIN Critical Flux (kg/s-mi )Calculations and 
Homogeneous Frozen Equilibrium Model (HFM) Calculations for Wet Steam.  

Quality, x Upstream Pressure = 2 bar Upstream Pressure = 4 bar 

HEM CONTAIN HEM CONTAIN 

1 319.625 319.625 624.897 624.897 

0.8 357.283 - .357.351 -698.398-, 698.656 

0.6 412.425 412.633 805.944 806.739 

0.4 504.798 505.371 985.862 988.049 

0.2 712.546 714.702 1389 1397
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Figure A-1. Sketch of a connecting pathway between subcompartments.  
Stagnant fluid enters the path and is accelerated as it enters the throat region 
before being exhausted into the downstream compartment.
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Figure A-2. Comparison of wet steam Critical flow models for low pressure (1.2 bar) 
nozzle experiment [A-1].
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Figure A-3. Sketch of injection compartments for the CONTAIN example or 
demonstration calculations for subcompartment critical flow.
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Figure A-4. Pressure differ6ntial for dry steam injection, CONTAIN 
demonstration calculation.
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Figure A-5. Air mass fraction in break compartment for dry steam injection, 
CONTAIN demonstration calculation.
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Figure A-6. Exit mass flux for break compartment during dry steam injection,
CONTAIN demonstration calculation.
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Figure A-7. Pressure differential for wet steam injection, CONTAIN demonstration 
calculation.
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Figure A-8. Air fraction and steai q•ualityin break comiartmtet durifigwet nteam 
injection, c o TAN-densiration c&aculation.'
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Figure A-9. Exit mass flux from break compartment for wet steam injection, CONTAIN 
demonstration calculation.
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Figure A-10. Multiplier for correcting the CONTAIN critical mass flux for non
isentropic gas expansion into the exit path for the dry steam injection, demonstration 
calculation.
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Figure A-11. Comparison of pressure differentials for a dry steam injection, 

demonstration calculation where isentropic and non-isentropic flow behavior is 
modeled.
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Figure A-12. Exit mass flux for dry steam injection for non-isentropic gas 
expansion.
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Figure A-13. Critical flux ratio for the HEM to Moody critical flux models, wet 
steam.
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Figure A-14.  
flow model.

Critical flux for a wet air/steam mixture, based on a Moody critical
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Figure A- 15.  
critical flow.

Critical flow for a wet air/steam mixture, based on the HEM
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Figure A-16.  
models, wet

,Critical flux ratio for the HEM to CONTAIN (HFM) critical flux 
steam.
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Pressure = 2 bar

Figure A-17 Comparison of the HEM to CONTAIN critical flux ratio for various 
air/steam mixtures.
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Figure A-18. 'Ratio of non-isentropic to isentropic critical flux for steam or.air/steam 
mixtures at low pressures. . .
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Figure A-19. Comparison of pressure differentials for the two-phase demonstration 
injection calculated with the CONTAIN code using various multipliers applied to the 
critical flux model (Note, vcontra is the input parameter identified with the multiplier 
v in Equations A-4 and A-6.).
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